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One Cornfield.

If you had visited Odebolt, Iowa, last
L. BUCK,
month, you might have seen what it
is worth going across the continent to
Surgeon Dentist,
Fifteen thousand acres of land ail
see.
MAINE.
covered with corn and such corn as only
SOUTH PARIS.
Iowa can produce! This, the largest
All my beet work warrante 1.
cornfield in the world, was planted last
spriug with best tested seed obtainable
H. P. JONES,
and is expected to produce an average
of thirty-five bushels an acre. Here in
Dentist,
more than half a
one bunch is raised
MAINE.
million of the 400,000,000 bushels of corn
SUBWAY,
which Iowa this season contributes to
Office Hour·—'J to 12— 1 to 4.
the wealth of the Union. All farmers
may study with advantage the methods
r. SMITH,
pursued on this vast estate, as they
as
Attorney at Law,
prove that farming can be managed
MAINE.
systematically aud under as strict disciNOBWAY.
or any
Collections a Specialty. pline as a manufacturing plant
Home Block.
other business. The routine is regularity itself and nothing slipshod, no
KKK1CK A PABK.
carelessness, no waste, no disorder goes
this mammoth held of
or about
on
Attorneys at Law.
maize. Every year more than a hundred
MAIN·.
BKTHBL,
men are employed all the year through,
Bller.· C. Park.
iMUoa B. Herrtck.
with an extra hundred or two for the
harvest. More than two hundred startS.
t>HN
HABLOW,
f
ed the harvesting iu the early part of
last mouth and thirty-seven double stalkAttorney at Law,
cutters were employed binding the corn
MAINE,
DIXPIELD,
in the held. Over two hundred mule*
are used to do the heavy draft work and
RIGHT A WHEELER,
that many are kept there constantly.
In summer the regular force tend the
at
Law,
corn aud in winter they husk and feed it
Attorneys and Counsellors
to the hundreds of cattle and other
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
stock gathered there to eat it, this beinp
Alton C. Wheeler.
J*me» S. Wright.
considered the most profitable method
of marketing the product of the big
&
ranch. The corn is all husked from the
J. H.
shock and the stalks shredded for cattle
CIVIL ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
feed.
JS High Street, South Paris, Maine.
With the exception of a large number
to
order.
made
of feeders which are purchased every
Map· and Plans
this vast
Map» of the tlmberlands ami pocket maps of fall, no cattle are raised on
each county for sale.
farm except enough cows to keep the
of
Maine.}
the
Atlas
here
of
(Publl
help supplied with milk. Usually <5,000
sheep are brought in to be fed and tins
number will be fatteued for the markets
during the present winter. At the high
a large sum will be

J^R.

Ρ

J£

yy

STUART

CO.,

Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,,

prices prevailing,

realized from the roasts, chops and
other tidbits from these fat wethers and
the lambs, to say nothing of the wool
clip. Still more interesting than the
and the model
vastness of the crop
management are the hygienic, ornamental and educational features of this farm.
Not only is it the largest but it is the
most ideal in all respects iu the whole
world. All the houses of the employes
Lead are located in one place near the center
All Kinds of Pipe
of the farm, making a small town, and
and Iron.
obviating all the disadvantages arising
from isolation aud lack of accommodaT«i«pho·· 134-11.
tions which marred the old system of
scattered tenant residences. A school
PARKER'S
house, up to date in every respect, is
HAIR BALSAM
erected there for the children of the
hair.
the
brautiHcfl
Cleaners
workers. The proprietor beiug an enfromoiM a luxuriant growth.
Mttei rati· to Κ ο «tore Or«y
thusiast for good roads, has built haudHair to it· Youthful Color.
Curu nip d un" a hair ta ing
all through the place.
some driveways
3Dç:aMlâLwiU^Prui«i«»
In fact nearly every convenience of cities
is accessible to the denizens of this rural
TEACH EH*.
domain, which by wise and liberal manfor
We want all the teachers we can get. both agement is made a delightful place
sexes, for Kali posltlous, ungraded, primary, residence.
Send for circular
grauim tr. ami high schools.
fine
With telephones, rural delivery,
ami register.
roads for driving and trolleys near by,
Eastern Maine Teacher*' Agency,
Stockton Spring», Maine
this extensive cornfield would seem to
be a mighty nice place to live at, aside
from the "commercial features which
J.
make it so notable and instructive to all
There
persons engaged iu agriculture.
is a main office and headquarters where
the manager of the farm has his desk.
The proprietor spends a lar^e part of his
MASONIO BLOCK,
time here iu summer. The farm is
divided into many sections, each part
NORWAY.
Ttlephon· Oonneotion.
being uuder the direction of a sub-foreman and worked by his force of men.
are
HOLLISTCRS
By telephone all parts of the farm
readily reached at all times during working hours and every detail is so systemΔ Bust Medicine for Busy People.
atized as to proceed like clock work.
Renewed
and
Health
Vigor.
Qoiiea
Bricks
We would seem to have in all this the
A sjieciile Γ>r Constipation. Indigestion. Live I
the future, an example of
ait'l Klduev Troubles. Pimples. Ec/ema. Impure typical farm of
Bloo<!, Ha I Breath. Slugg-sli Bowels, Headach·' how all agriculture will be managed durIt < Κ■·<·'«>· Maintain Tea in !.·»>>
the coming century. NothGenuine made by iug during
let form. 35 cents a bos.
ing but intelligence, scientific education
Hol: irrcu l)fu'u Company, Madison, Wis.
business management
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE aud systematicmake
farming the most
are needed to
one of the most profitable
and
pleasant
of all callings. That is the goal at which
all students of agriculture are aiming:
that is what our experiment stations are
for; that's what the great department at
Washington, with its well organized
bureaus, its skilled workers and ils
v>varied work in many wide fields, was
deto
for sixteen years 1 have Sited glasses
established for and is being so liberallyfective eyes ami nothing else—that makes me a !
by the American people. By
specialist. If your eyes trouble you In any way, supported of the
century or sooner, it
the middle
and If you want expert advice In regard to the 1
is hoped, such farms as that at Odebolt
same, couie to the man who Is a specialist, who I
will no longer be a novelty.—American
doe· one thing only. No charge for eye examinFarmer.
14 Main

St., Norway, Me.

Hardware, Stoves,
and Ranges.
Repairing,

WALDO NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets

Specialist

Specialist

ation·

or

consu'tatlon.

DR. PARMENTER
Eye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. 1S4.

Nasal

CATARRH

Faint

Pays.

Of all the commodities serving the
convenience of the modern property
a larger
owner, there is none that give»
return on the investment than good
tbe body
paint. What clothiug is to
makes us
paint is to a building. It
civilized and respectable ami protects us

agaiust disease and decay.

there
M all Its
•li 'Uii be cl«*u..uc»a.

Eye

and

Strains.

Many

properly

S.

RICHARDS,

Wanted.
Correspondence

WANTED.

experienced

give good

J.

good

South

^

land.

One pair of horses, up to last year,
did most of the farm work, and hauled
coal and supplies from the station four
miles away.
The school furnishes a good market
for what the farm produces and much
that it does not produce. It was determined last year to increase the productiveness of the farm to meet as
largely as possible the demands of the
school. Two spans of fine work horses

with needed harnesses, carts, sleds, etc.,
were

plans made to
farm products. The crops
were seventy tons of hay,

purchased,

and

double the
of last year
six acres of oats, seven hundred bushels
of potatoes, besides garden vegetables
for the boarding house and roots for the
stock.
Some years ago a modern piggery
was built, and this year will see the
completion of a modern hay and cow
barn which will be one of the best, if
not the best in the state for purposes of

utility.

^/l Story of Manhattan

L

1904.

Copyright.

by

CHAPTER XII.

Richard

LTHOUGH

A

Delroy

was known among Ills more
familiar associates as Dickie,
ho was uot. us that diminutive might siHfiii to indicate, merely a
good fellow and man about town. It is
-true that his wealth was great and
that he had never nettled down to that
steady struggle for money which had
marked his father's career and which
many nersous seem to think the only
fitting employment for a man In his
lie had conclude!, wi-ely
position.
perhaps, that he had enough, and thereupon proceeded to an Intelligent enjoyment of it.
lie had an olHce In the Wall street
district, where lie spent some hours
daily In interested contemplation of the
world's markets uu.l pregnant talks

?«h nn"

The work of the
Missouri
College has
Agricultural
definitely demonstrated that the most
profitable age to fatten cattle is while
they are still young. The older the
animal the more food is required to produce a given gain. Other stations have
also investigated this question and have
arrived at the same results.
The Central experiment etation farm
at Ottawa, Can., found by comparing
1000 pounds live weight in the case of
calves, yearlings, 2 and 3 year olds, that
the profit for each 1000 pounds was:
as

on

two-year-olds.

Calves, $31; yearlings, $27; 2-year-olds,
$9 10; 3-year-olds, $12.80.

the cattle of all ages
were purchased at 4 cents a pound and
sold at 5 cents a pound the profit on
$1000 invented in feeding cattle was:
Calves, $057.50; yearlings, #284; 2 yearolds, $198.75; 3-year-olds, $177 50.
Nine-tenths of all the cattle fed in
the middle west are 2-year-olds at the
beginning of the feeding period. When
these cattle are in thin condition at the
beginning of the experiment they are
often fed with profit; but, starting with
calves in the same condition, it is un·
questionably true that the calves return
more profit for each $1000 invested than
the older cattle.—New England Parmer.
When all

of

and

|
Company

^

lWSj>«

Fatten When Young.
P. B. Mumford, professor of animal
husbandry in the University of Missouri, writes:
It requires about half as much grain
to produce 100 pounds of gain on calves

Holt

Henry
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Bad Blood

h responsible for most of
the diseese· end ailments of
the human

system. It

riously affects

se-

every organ

and fonction* causes catarrh*

dyspepsia· rheumatism,
weak, tired, languid feelings
and worse troubles. TaEe

Hood's SarsaparOla

which purifies and enriches
the blood as nothing else can
for inihwdÉ of ι wfciMi awm
•«i for Book oa 0» Blood, No. 3.
C. L Hood Co, LowvB, Ma·.

j

look on his face not pleasant to see,
but he bntiished all trace of it as he
came forward.
a

Holladay Case"

"The

of

Author

——

purposes.— Turf, Farm and Hume.

1

By BURTON E. STEVENSON

The building committee are H. H.
Shaw of Portland and G. A. Russell and
L. H. McKinnev of Readtield.
In planning for the increased profarm, Mr. Shaw
ductivenes of the
secured the consent of Rutillus Alden,
most successful
of Winthrop's
one
farmers, to accept a place on tho board
of trustees, and to give tbe school the
benefit of his experience and wisdom in
the management of tbe farm.
Twenty acres, nearly all of which
have been ploughed, will be planted to
corn, potatoes, grain and other crops
next spring.
Tbe uew barn will make possible the
effective working of these plans. It is a
double structure, having a hay bam
fifty feet wide, seventy-five feet long,
and twenty feet posted, and a cow barn
extending south from the bay barn at
right angles thirty-eight feet wide,
seventy-five feet long and nine,feet posted with a monitor roof.
The entire structure is built in the
most thorough and substantial manner.
The underpinning is first class, the cellars are large, high posted and well
drained. The walls of the entire building are clapboarded and will be painted
In the main hay barn there is a root
cellar with a capacity of 1000 bushels,
milk room, feed
a room for the men, a
room and hospital for sick animals, a
silo with a capacity of 100 tons, and
storage room for 10 tons of loose hay.
Tbe cow barn has a tieup for forty
cows, and room for forty head of young
stock. This part of the structure is
abuadantly lighted and thoroughly
veutilated. It is entirely separated by
«it ««"l
h ι m uJ'i#
partitions and doors from the main part, Titcl·' rci'cjitioii» «J
so that no odor can be absorbed by tbe
ici/·
hay. The latest and most improved wlt'i invwtors.
promoter· «ndl
arrangements for feeding and watering,
hitching and caring for the stock will
be installed, such as automatic hay and
feed carriers, and individual automatic
I
e.'.lti'.uis and unique nuis·
watering troughs.
"
The new barn will not only greatly
Ho wu* Ί member of the
enlarge the earning capacity of tbe

plant, and coûtribute an abundant supply of pure milk and fresh butter for
school needs; but it will also be an
educational factor in teaching the proper and wise care of cows kept for milk

—

Marathon Mystery

For years the farm has largely furnished tbe school with vegetables, milk,

purchased.

The

—

needs of the sohool. Land has been
added to the original gift until the
school now has a farm of nearly four
hundred acres of excellent land, which
includes woodland, pasture and tillage

pork and some veal and beef. Butter
and graiu for the stock has been largely

> eov etiang wort!» while fr;.·· your hea:t you know It or you wouldn't
stand there listening. 1 Lave come to
your b'.ikc."
PIio h.ul listo.iotl with r.ibe.l brows. you at once, boldly, because I'm sure
"I dldu't k.:ow I was a subject of that I Khali win. He Is not worthy of
discussion"—
you—In your heart you know that also.
"You're uot—but you sent me to He cannot hold you; he is too weak; I
shall wrench you away! You're not
him"—
"Oh—Mr. Godfrey!" A little cloud the woman to t>e tied to a gilded
came upon her face; she opened her
mediocrity."
She hnd been leanintr away from him,
lips to say something more, but a
step sounded on the stair and Tre- staring Into the fire, as though charmed
imiiiie came slowly down. There was
iuto silence by this Impetuous elo

try to «Ι

Kent's Hill's New Barn.
The founder of the Maine Weeleyan
Seminary and Woman'· College, to
start the enterprise, gave a farm with
buildings and stock, and followed thia
gift with cash in response to after

The lumber in our houses is like the
wrwtt ym
iiesh of our bodies, subject to all manKeeping Squashes.
In the liviug tree the
tlj'e Cream lialπι
uer of diseases.
Answering the query of a Springlic.ila
these
withstand
it
to
c'oansM.eoothea&od
life force enables
field, Mass., correspondent as to how
r«f&M
lue Jisea-ed juviabnuie.
diseases, but the deadwood in our
squashes may be best kept over winter
It cures catarrh a::·'. drlvtu
houses requires artificial protection or the Country Gentleman says: Winter
*way a cuid in tiiC U'.ad
it will become a prey to the innumerable varieties should be taken from the field
quickly.
microscopic plants and animals whose when fully ripe, but before the slightest
l'rwm Bal La is placed Into the noetrila, apreads
work we call decay.
them. Select a
frost has touched
over the membrane and i· abeorbed. Reiief U irnA well-painted house which is reand use every possible care not
day,
dry
uiciUate and a cure follow*. It la not drying—doe*
necespainted as often as it becomes
to bruise them or to break off the
not produce aneezing. Large SiM, M Mata At Drug·
and
sary, should last practically forever,
Ball.
stems, as the slightest bruise will cause
of
the
gut* or by mail; Trial Size, 10casta fcy
the
eelf-respect
besides adding to
Some extensive growers on Long
KLY BKOTHKKS, M Warns Stmt· New York.
in rot.
owner is worth to him at any time
Island have buidings expressly for
be
would
it
than
more
dollars and cents
them, the temperature in which ia kept
lOOOQOvv worth if he allowed it to deteriorate as near 50 degrees as possible. Racks
through neglect.
about four feet in width are put next
Painting to-day is so simple, so easy to the sides of the building, and eight
matter
is
a
it
that
so
and
inexpensive
feet in width through the center of the
for wonder that anyone with good building. The bottoms of the racks are
should be
in
invested
buildings
money
of narrow boards, which are left about
indifferent to this precaution. Qood, an inch apart, to admit free circulation
be
can
use
efficient paint, ready for
of air between the squashes. The racks
store
bought in every first class general
are sufficiently far apart for a single
the
Unitor hardware store throughout
as when piled one upon another
layer,
charthis
of
ed States, and using paint
will be very apt to rot. Give as
will they
dollars
hundred
one
or
who for years
acter, tifty
little light as possible, and free ventilacover the price of the material to keep tion overhead to carry off all tnoisture.
have su Hereel intensely
for
well
house
painted
any ordinary
How to Winter Cabbage.
from chronic sick headtwenty or twenty-tive years. The price
the painter's labor varies in different
of
The Farmer's Advocate thus answers
of
aches, using drugs
is nowhere
pans of the country, but
a subscriber who asks how cabbage may
all kinds without beneexorbitant, and if a good ready-mixed be wintered: Cabbage does not keep
his
paint be selected for the work,
well in a cellar, but has been kept with
fit, have found immediservices should not be required more much success in trenches out of doors.
then
and
refive
or
and
in
four
ate
than once
years,
permanent
Select a place where the drainage is
only a single coat should be necessary.
lief in
good, and dig a trench two feet wide,
adjusted
as much as
costs
it
that
Supposing
and deep enough so that the tops of the
because
the
estimate
dollars
hundred
eye
(and
three
glasses,
heads will come even with the surface
is liberal) to keep a house properly- when standing on their roots in the botstrain was the cause.
painted for twenty years, the average tom of the trench. Place the cabbage
We remove the cause
annual cost is only fifteen dollars a year, in a double row in the trenoh, with the
of which total the cost of the paint it- heads np, and put a little earth aronnd
a-.d our cure is lasting.
self will be less than one-third.
the roots. Over this, build a roof by
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Anyone who has had experience with first laying a ridge pole over the center,
with
to
due
bills
parsimony
carpenters'
then putting old boards along to make a
paint will realize at once that paint long gable roof. On this, place six
Farmer.
New
ir
England
pays.—Cor.
Inches of straw, and then six inche* of
earth. Leave a small opening at each
Pteaauit Street, South Parte.
end for ventilation. The heads may be
Fresh Air Essential.
out a few at a time during the
It is estimated that cows should have taken
winter when needed. Cabbages should
about J500 cubic feet οI air per hour,
before frozen, but aa late in
and from this fact we can see that be trenched
the fall aa possible.
plenty of fresh air is essential. Poor
ventilation predisposes to disease, and
A dairyman who hat long fed corn and
the
comWood
good herds of cattle have beeu
many
of
All kinds
Pulp
condemned with tuberculosis resulting cob meal to his oows aaya that he ha*
solicited.
ventilated
ing year.
in
poorly
found it one of the beat feeds, but it is
from being housed
H. D. COLE,
better for them to add ground oats also
stables.—Prof. £. L. Shaw.
This feed, he saya, with corn ailage and
Bryant's Pond, Me.
The estimated output of the starch some clover hay, keeps the flow of milk
April 13th, 19ος.
mills of Aroostook County, Me., is 8000 and its fat to the atandard of summer
This indicates a con- b'ue grass pasture. He nrgea his neightons this year.
bora to try thia plan, and saya his feed
sumption of I,($50,000 bushels of potais attributed to mill is one of hia best investments,
to bunch toes. Tbe large output
man
An
disease, thinking that grinding the ear, oorn, cob
of the "scab"
habits and the spread
dowels. Must be of
which condemns potatoes for the mar- and all, adda much to its value in feedreference.
ket, and to the poor transportation ing, both to oows and pigs. He keep*
facilities early in the season.—New Eng- aa many piga aa possible to feed hia akim
A. KENNEY,
milk to, freah from hia separator.
land Fanner.
Paris.
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pea ne Hare cnanged. They
seem absolutely lifeless."
Mrs. Delroy picked up a strand with
trembling Angers and looked at it.
"So they do," she agreed, a little
"Dow tnose

CHAPTER XIV.
ΠΕΧ Drj*dale opened his window next morning he found
the sun shining from a sky
unclouded, and the air warm
with the promise of spring. It called
him in α way not to lie resisted, and he
stepped uut on the little balcouy which
ran beneath the window; thou he
caught the odor of a cigarette, and
turned to see Tremaine smiling at him.
"Hood morning!" cried Tremaine. "A
beautiful morning, isn't it? Won't you

W

ϋ

That's
They've
queer.
hoarsely.
chauged since I put thein on."
"Fortunately," said Treniaine suavely, "the defect Is one which is very
easily remedied. A few days' bath In
salt water will restore their brilliancy.
It might lie worth asking some jeweler
about. Mrs. Delroy's necklace Is worth Joiu me?"
"You seem to be an early riser," obsaving," and he examined it with the
served Drysdale, who had thought to
gjance of a cdnnoisseur.
It Invited examination, for It was
almost unique in its perfection. It had
been Delroy's one great extravagance.
He had spent many years collectlug
the stones, which were of a beautiful
Iridescence and perfectly matched, and
they had formed bis wedding gift to his

The value of the separate stones
was not less than .<l(K).(»(«); their value
combined in tl·.:· necklace could be only
a matter of conjecture.
"Yes." agreed Drysdale, with a little
laugh, "It certainly Is. You'd better
take It down to Tiffany, Dickie."
"And don't
"I will." said Delroy.
think anything more abolit it, Editli.''
"1 won't." she answered, still suiil
Ing, her < yes unnaturally bright. "Bin
wife.

1 should like

it's very close in here.

glass of water."

appeared that the press of soda!
duties and the trying spring weathe;
were proving too much for Mrs. Del
rev's siren- th. which was never great,
and which had beeu especially taxin'.
thi;$ season by the introduction of he"
sister to New York society. Even the
comparative quiet of the Lenten season failed to restore her, and the re
sumption of the social whirl after
It

Easter moved Delroy to prote-t.
"You're ; olng it too hard, Edith," he
remarked. "You need η rest and η
change of air; so do I, though perhapr
I don't look it. Suppose we go down to

find himself the first astir.
"It is a habit one learns at St. Pierre.
The dawn is, there, the only pleasant
portion of the day—one rises to burn
Incense to It."
"You have lived long at St. Pierre?"
"Nearly four years."
The merest flicker of amusement
flashed across Tremalne's lips and they
finished their cigarettes in silence.
They went down together to breakfast
presently, but only Delroy Joined them
there, and it was uot an esjwclally
pleasant ineal, despite the bright sun
at the windows and Tremalne's ImAs they
perturbable good humor.
arose from table, that gentleman announced his intention of going for a
walk about the grounds.
·······

Tremaine seemed to enjoy his walk;
at least he did not return to the house
until nearly the hour for luncheon. At
that meal the women Joined them, and
a drive was planned for the afternoon,
which ended at the vesper service at
the little chapel at Babylon. For some
reason the drive had not !>een a success; a certain constraint seemed to
have fallen upon the party, a feeling
of unrest, of uneasiness, which sent
them severally to their rooms as soon
as they reached the house.

"Your wife?" There was scorn, anger, fear in the words and In the glance
she cast at him.
"Certainly—my wife," he repeated,
with emphasis. "If I should prove to

you"—

She stopped him by an imperative

gesture.
"You go too far," she said. "There
is a limit to what even I will endure.
Do not push me too far. Do not vely
too much upon my forbearance. Λ
man capable of any crime"—
lie held her by the motion of u

"Is a mau who appeals to you," he
concluded.
"You strangely mistake me," she
said in a cold voice. "You are reading
your own nature into me. I would
ask no mau to commit a crime for my
sake. I should abhor the mau who
did."
He did not auswer, but stood looking
at her with a gaze which seemed to
envelop her, to pierce her through aud
through. Drysdale felt the perspiralie
tion start across his forehead,
wished to cry out, but could not.
A door at the farther end of the hall
opened, and Delroy came in. The
bonds loosened, aud Drysdale fled back

to his room. He needed to compose
After dinner he at once
himself.
sought Grace.
"Grace," he said gently, "as 1 was
coming down to dinner tonight I happened to see you and Tremaiue standing here together, and, without intending to, I overheard a sentence which
stopped me up there at the turn of the

a

scoundrel out. Why did you permit
him tu taJk to you the way he did?"
"I can't tell you." she answered

Saturday''"

"That will do nicely."
It was not till the evening before
their departure that he referred to the

hoarsely.

"But I have a right to know."
"Yes, I suppose you have. Why not
break It off? Then you won't need to
worry about me any more."
He started from his chair at the
but controlled himself and sat

matter again.
"Jack's coming with us," he said,
"and. by the way, Edith, I've asked
Trentaine to come down tomorrow and
stay the week. I want to perfect our

words,

for that railroad project; and,
besides, he's a I tout the most fascinating fellow I ever met."
"Yes," she agreed, with a strained
little laugh, "he's very fascinating."

down again.
"Do you mean that you want to
break it off?" he demanded in a quiverlug voice. "I);» you mean that you can
possibly care for that"—
She turned upon him with blazing

CHAPTER XIII.

eyes.
"Do you insult me too?"
For an instant he sat motionless as
stone. Then he fell at her knees and
caught her hands aud covered them

plans

POKMKKE

was

a

beautiful es-

overlooking Great South
bay, just east of Babylon. It
tate

was

essentially

a

summer

with kisses.

play house, and yet John Drysdale,
looking through the blurred glass of
the carriage that had brought him
from the station through the sudden
April shower, saw in the light streaming redly from the windows a warmth

of welcome that summer could not
show. Λ pile of logs was blazing in
the hall fireplace, but he paused only
for a moment to get off the outdoor
chill and then ran up to his room to
dress for dinner. He knew the customs of the house, and he hoped for a
reward if he dressed promptly.
Nor was he disappointed, for when
he came down the stair some fifteen
minutes later he saw standing before
the fire a regal figure. He paused a
moment to contemplate It—the white
shoulders rising from a gown of rich,
dark red, the poise of the head with
Its black coiffure, the grace of the arm
hanging Idly by her side.
She was uazlng intently into the fire,
deep in thought, and for an iuetant
she did not hear him. Then she turned with that rare smile which a woman of ardent temperament glvee to

only

one man

in the world.

"I heard you drive up," she <*ald. "I
thought you might remember our old

habit."
Do you
"As If I could forget It!
know," and he held her at arm's length
to look at her, "you take my breath
away. Hut, then, you always do. My

"Listen," she said, bending over him,
instantly tender.
instantly moved,
"You told me last night that you trust-

yon arc proposing to me is in-

Jumouu."
Drysdale dressed Immediately.

What
Instinct was it that told liltii to set bis
foot lightly on tlie stair, or was it
only that he hoped to look dowu upon
her for a moment unseen? The sound
of voices readied him, and leaning
over he saw two tlgures standing before the tire which the evening chill

had rendered necessary—Miss Croydon
and Tremalne. He started abruptly to
descend when he caught a sentence
that made him pause.
"I'm not In the least like that." Tremalne was saying, and, though the
voice was carefully repressed. It had In
It a ring of savage earnestness. "In

All Run Down

a

H IS is
sion

we

organic

know what a delightful state It Is. There's nothing in my
appearance to cause palpitation of the
Just a moment ago, when I
heart.
came to the turn of the stair and looked down and saw you standing here,
do you know I was appalled at the
'She is
sheer wouder of the thing.
mine,' I said to myself—'she Is mine,'
and yet I couldn't quite believe It. It
seemed too stupendous, too utterly abWhat have I done to deserve
surd.

you ?"
There was something very touching
In the sincerity of the frauk, boyish
face. She answered with a pressure of
the hand which said more than many
words.
"I feel a good deal as that page felt,"
he went on after a moment, "who looked up at Kate, the queen. 'She never
could bo wrouged, be poor,' he sighed,

'ueed him to help her.'
"And yet In the end she did need
Perhaps," and her
him, didn't she?
face changed and she looked away Into
the fire again—"perhaps I may ueed
you—may have to ask a grout sacrifice
"

of

yon"—

"Ask It," he said eagerly. "Ask anything but that I give you up."
"I have already asked one thing,"
she said slowly, looking at him with a
"No little thing—·
face very gentle.
your trust, your confidence, your"—
"You had no need to ask It," aud he
caught her hands again. "It was yours

already."
"And
"Cau
"No:
ber It."
"Not
her, "a

will be mine always?"
you doubt It?"
and I shall be glad to remem-

long ago," he said, looking at
friend of mine gave me some
good advice."
"Which was?"
"That I be happy In having you
without conditions; that I try to live
that 1
up to you aud be worthy of you;

hear

on

every

Unless there is
trouble, the con-

side.

luck seems too completely, supremely
perfect to be true."
some
Her color deepeucd a little under his
dition can
gaze, but her eyes did not waver.
"I don't want you to live in a state
breathlessness," she said. Your doctor
of

perpetual
"Oh, you don't

expres-

a common

doubtless be remedied.
is the best adviser.
Do not dose yourself with ail
K:nds of advertised remedies—
^t his opinion. More than likely
concentrated fat food
cnrich your blood and tone
need

ou

1j

up (he

a

system.

Scott's Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil
is just such

a

food in its best form.

It will build up the weakened
and wasted body when ail

other foods fail to nourish.
you

give
you.

are run

it

a

down

trial

It is

t

or

If

emaciated,

it cannot hurt

essentially

the best

possible nourishment for delicate
children and pale, anaemic girls.
We will send you a sample free.
B« rare that this picture
lirthe form of « label is ολ
of every bottle
the

wrapper

of Emulsion you buy.

scon & BOWNE
Chemisb
409 Pearl Strut, New York
50c. aod Si. AUDrutxUtl

ed me."
"I do with my whole soul."
"And Kate, the queen. needs you, as
she said she would. Only I must have
time to think, to straighten out the
tangle. Tomorrow I will tell yon—tomorrow night—till then"—
He seized her and drew her down to
him and kissed her on the lips.
"I've never doubted you," he said.
"And I'll tight the battle of my life 1κ·-

fore I give you up."
At the farther end of the hall a door
closed very, very softly.
Cil APTE It XV.
IOHX DR YS DA LE accompanied the other men to town
in the morning, not that he
cared to be with either of
them, for his Indignation at what he
considered Delroy's laxness in entertaining a man whose couduct was so
mysterious and whose past was so
little known had not In the least diminished. and his distrust of Trentaine had grown stronger with the
parsing hours. The prospect of a day
alone in the house was intolerable,
and he felt that Grace Croydon would
wish to avoid him till the hour of ex-

planation was at hand.
Indeed, the sudden antagonism be

had develojn»d toward Delroy would
have suggested a permanent return to
town had not a point of honor, as It
lie could
were, compelled him to stay.
not, at this moment, desert (J race Croydon to the machinations of Tremalne.
Hi must save her if he could, not only
for hie own sake, but for hers.
It was this gloomy medltatlou which
Occupied him ou the trip In to the city,
for his companions, immersed in the
details of $he day's business, left him
severely to himself. He bade them
goodby at «he ferry and, In a sort of
desperation, went down to the Itecord
office and asked for Godfrey. He felt
that he was being swept into waters
beyond his depth, that he needed a
strong, cool hand to pluck him back
to safety, but he found that Godfrey
was out of town.
Delroy aud Tremalne went at ouce
to the Wall street office where the conference concerning the railroad was to
take place. Memories of that conference still survive in the street; wild

legends concerning It—how a company
pf conservative, cold blooded, steel guttod

capitalists

were

worked

ujmju,

bamboozled, hypnotized, wrought up

to

enthuelusm over a project which was
proved by the subsequent reports of
engineers to be about as practicable as
the
a bridge to the moon. Eveu yet
of that meeting eudures with

glamour
some

of the investor· who were pres-

ent, and they are still convinced that
railroad In Martinique would pay

a

u

fabulous return. Tremalne set for the
street a new standard of "smoothness"
and one which has never been ap-

proached.

The conference

was

over

by

noon,

and Tremalne announced his intention
of returning to Edgemer· by the first
train.
"I'm feeling a little worn ont by the

morning's exertions," be explained,
and he really looked It. "When are

you coming out Γ
"I'm going up to

Tiffany*· first,"

Dela talk with
roy auswered, "aud have
them aboqt my wife's necklace. I left
it with them Saturday. If they advise

No Yellow

the treatment."
"Perhaps there Isn't any,' -aid Tremalue, "or It may be that Tiffany baa

better method."
"Well I'll know by touigbt.
Delroy held up a beckoning Auger tu a
passing cab. "Goodby till theu.
Borne

Specks,

Delroy and Drysdaio returned
getber ou the 5 o'clock train and hur-

ried into the house. They found are·
ntbe
limine lounging In a great
ball, and If the glance which Drjsdale
shot at him was electric with suspicion
be bad at least self control enough to
restrain any 111 considered or has y
words. But he blamed himself bit
terly for not having foreseeu
nihility of Treuialue s early return, tue
reason for which he guessed at once.
"We've just time to make the ar
rangements before dinner." said Delroy, and he held up a long uiorocco

^alr

No lumps of alkali, are
left in the biscuit or
cake when raised with
Royal Baking: Powder.

h·^

»UT—and Treuiaiue

you've brought

rose

Tiffany

itV

tb"iL-but

The food is made light,

sweet and wholesome.
Royal should take the
place of cream of tartar and soda and saleratus and sour milk
in making all quickly
risen food.

lazily—'"so

advises It.

come into the library, and
you shall bear. It seems thut the u.il>
thing to be doue is to Immerse th«.m
lu tbelr native element for a few dujs.
dΛ. euou« "·» "·»■ "»
That's what I brought this cage fo
We'll put the necklace lu it and let
down into the water at the end of the
nier. Only living sea wuter will do. κ
seems to have no efficacy shut up
I asked about
a vessel of any kind.

a"

■

SÏÏTSSÛ" p»«

finger.

6tair."
She turned away from him, and her
arms dropped wearily by her sides.
"Your proper course is to inform
Delroy," he continued doggedly, braving the certainty of offending her. "Or,
better still, I will, aud then kick that

week or t\.*o."
"Would you like t go'/" she aske:!
eagerly. "Thank you. dear. I do feel
the need of It."
"Thvii I'll wire at once to Thomas to
get the house ready. Shall we say next

Edgcmere for

queuce .Vow she stood erect aud look·
ed at him.
"What yoti are proposing to me is infamous," she said through clinched
teeth.
"It is not lu the least infamous," be
retorted coolly. "I am offering you the
future I know you sigh for. It Is a
future that I si;,'h for, too; that I have
sighed for from the first moment I
saw you, aiul which I am going to
make come true. Together we will
conquer the world. As my wife"—

buiU. ΓΠ bring It along «itb uie
,„,d we'll .00 what virtue there Is In

α sea

"that a guard be stationed at the pier
to prevent any possibility of dang..·
"Perhaps you're light and
nodded, "Graham and his bo.v will Injust the ones. They «au relieve each
other so that the time won't seem so

'°The

pretty soon."
As though in answer to the tboiiRht,
α dark tig tire appeared suddenly on
tbe walk, strode up the steps and ojien-

»sr

probItj.

vlnce any one of their absolute■
*
Tlie elder man was perhaps six >
of age in the very prime of health and
strength, with a
îurrounded b> a gri/'.t
tciiance
beard;
younger one was abou

"the

Both showed the
rleur eye. au.l «m

twenty-live.

iiu<l

ed the door. It was Drysdale.
lie took o(T Ills coat, threw it to
Thomas and went on into tbe Inuer
hall, where lie stood rubbing his hands
before the tire, with a face so hopeless, tierce, despairing, that I»elroy was

lean

m»*'}»

had the care of the a« .es or I.
ami garden and woodland an«l meat <>u
belonging to the estate.
Delroy held up tlie little tagu
he
"This string of white stones,

fairly startled.

tliev

suid

"is Mrs.

Delroy's pearl necklace.

*l^°'

l'
tbe.., in this cage, «lose the lhl and,
fasten It with these little
Graham, these stones have lost their

worth something

over

M(W VOftK.

rising; he could hear it roaring iu the
trees, ami every inimité η broad daub
of liKlittiing illumined the clouds on
tbe horizon.
"There's η storm coming." he nald
to Thomas, who was nodding at bis
post. "I wonder where the devil Drysdalc went. He'd better be getting in

Grahams were summoned, and

"TiEEE"Ï-

.Un

CO.,

AOVAI MKIHQ P0*0€ll

~

"You may ko to lied, Thomas," he
said. Then he went to Drysdale and
!

Τ

Τ

ΤΙ

u

h h//»/·. </ huiirsi ly

Τ

1

I

I

^

luster, and live sea water's the oulj
·*""
thing that will restore it. I
r'«
to tie a rope to this cage.,md
lBto the bay from the

Inu't

securing It. of course. *o that 1tan
thrash around or break a» ay.
have to stay there for three or four
davs aud during that time I'd Uke you
and your boy .<> sleep at the l>oathouse
aud see that iioSiody meddles with it.
The two men had listened InUntly
with serious faces.
.,
u>,
as
"Ven· well, sir." said the eldtr
,Η,ΐΓ,,ν ïnMud. au.l U.U oui UU baud

'"."v.

I. to btul with «

m..e

«^Γ

not that 1 think there's any
"Never fear, sir." Interrupted «.ia
bam. "We'll 'tend f all that. l'unie on.

^Delroy

watehed them till the «lo<»r
Closed Miliid thelil.
...
"I believe Graham woul-l say \
told
well, sir.' lu Just that tone. If
ie
him to burn tbe house down.
marked. "We'll go down after d une.
...

end sec how he's arranged thluM»·
Aud now." he added, "my
beginning to clamor vigorously for re-

freshment."
V

Ι1Λ1

& bl»

«\

».

INNER tliat ni:ht was anything but a cheerful meal. In
fact, it wan evident that tlu·
house party possessed that fatal liar Ιυ success, a spirit of autag
oiilsm. 1 M'ysit. k' uud («race Croydon
maintained a careful Kllcuce, uud Mrs
Delroy was so obviously depressed that

D_

her has I mud was alarmed.
Am noou as the lueal was over slit
uud her sister disappeared upstairs,
while the uieu lighted their cigars uud
strolled down to the bo:flhouse to view
the preparations made by the Grahams
for the protection of the necklace. The
night was very close, with a promise of
rain unmistakable.

They went through the boutliousc
without liudiuv any one. but out on the
pier Iteyond old (iraham was sitting
gazing across the water and suukiug
Hot ween his
un
odoriierous pipe.
knees he held u Winchester rei»eater
aud u revolver butt stuck from u ease
ut ills side.
Delroy laughed quietly us he looked
at him.

■

"l'atlu / '·> LilUil !

"

lit

laid a hand upon Ills should.·;·. "Wlnl'i
tin· matter, Jack":" lie ask.·!. "You're
looking iv;r:l.:r!y il·»::»· np."
ι
Itrysdalc li-ri:c «I will· a ituit.
"Oil. it's you, 4s it, Dickie? Win·..· is
<»raivï"
"Γ ρ* ta Ira with uiy wife."
"Where li.'.s j-Iic been thl« evening?"
"She's be.·» :.·>\νιι here t.ili; ng w.tU
Tn-niaine tuo»t of the time- hut, I hay,
hold oil! Whit ails tin· fellow?" be
demanded, s'arrig ;:fter the other JS
he ί·:»ιιΐΗ* (1 up the glair*. "Well, that

heats me!"
He was sliil starlirr when Treiua'.ue
appeared lit the landing nml cam·
down, a packet of letters in his baud.
"I want t> put !h«· e i:i the lug." h·
mid, "so they'll get off by the early
mail."
"It's ou the nA out thDe!ny
replied. and the other went past h.iu
Into die outii hall, lie wan bark lu A

iuom<*ut.

"1 hat's a K'xmI evening's work," he
a sigh of ttnli.«f.icti.>u. "Milt
what's the matt"r? Voti loo!; as though

said, with
you'»!

ccen

a

«'lost."

in Just now looking
though he'd seen one. ali nerve* nud
upstairs aa
raw flesh, and stalked
mad as a hornet about soacthlug."
"Ah," said Tromahie, with Just t!ie

"Dry.-dale

came

as

"Why, you're a regular arsenal," he flicker of au eyelash, "and yet one
walk
"You're takiug it lu earnest for would have thought that a
You're not going to sit out here through the silence of the night would
sure.
There comes the
all ulght, I hope."
calm his nerves.
"Wllluiu takes his trick ut midnight, rain!"
elr. He's gone over t' th' house t' brlug
There wa a hiss, a flush, and η great
a cot un' some beddln' down t' th' «•ash of thunder split the tlrmauieut
We'll take turn au' turn
its fouu·
bouthouse.
apart and shook the house to
about."
di lions. They could hear the tain
"Well," wild Delroy, turning uwuy. dashing In sheets against the wludowa.
"I see I can sleep without worry iuy
"That's a storm for sure. I.lstou to
any over the safety of the necklace."
the wind! Diysdalc g.»t lu Ju«t to
As they passed '.hrough the bout< time, hut I never saw him like that
house uguin I hey perceived youug before. Something extraordinary mutt
"Willum" busily engaged 111 niaklug have
happened to him. lie's been out
said.

up his

l>ed on a

Delroy nodded

to

cot lu one corner.
him nud passed on

without speaking.
"It's too nice a night to spend iu the
bouse," said Drysdule, a little abruptly
as they mounted th·. steps to the door
"I believe I'll go for a trump. I'll takt,
my raincoat, though. Then 1 needn't
hurry buck."
Delroy shrugged his shoulders as
Drysdale entered the outer hall with
them uud took dowu bis rulucoat from
the ruck. Thomas, who was stationed
In the vestibule, helped him on with it.
"Good by," he called from the door.
"Dou't look for me for un hour or two."

"All right, we won't worry," answered Delroy. "Though, for my part." be
added, as be a:id Treinalue went on
through the 1 all together, "I prefer a
bo >k before tiie lire. There's a chill in
the air that strikes throuuh one after

soon get enough of
lint I'll better go up aud see how
You'll exmy wife's getting along.
cuse me':"
"Certainly; i.ud stay us long as you
like. ΙΊ:ι g>Ing to my room presently
myself. I have some letter* to write."
I ·.- l:\iy i: Kidcd aud went on up the
stal.s. Tre:ii;:!ue sank into one of the
chairs before t':e lire and watched the
bla::ing log.:, with an expression intent,
η Li t.

awhile, aud Jack ΊΙ
it.

·♦·····

For un l:our or mi re Delroy .vat
alone before the lire reading. At last
be yawnc.l. laid down his book, anx>o
aud walked tj the door. The wind was

of humor for a day or two. I wonder,
steel
now. If lie was caught In that
crash? My Jove. I did hear hiui say
that he'd bought a block of stock oO

margin!"

A gleam of triumph indescribable
flashed Into Tremalue'a eye*.
"That may explain It," he said, with
studied carelessness.
"Yes- bin tf doesn't excuse It. If ·
man can't keep Ills temper wheu he
loses he hasn't any business to speculate. Hello, who's that'/"
Some one was ρ mnding at the outer
door. De!r»y strode to It and threw
back the bolt. It flew o|>eu and youug
Graham staggered rather thuu walked
Into the hall, hat less, contiens, soaked
with rain, his eyes staring, his fac«
rigid .with horror.
"Good heavens, mau; what Is It?"

cried Dchviy.
He opened his mouth, but ouly a low
rumbling came from his throat
"Come!" crleu Delroy sharply. "B·
What is It?"
a man!
By α mighty eil'ort Graham pulled
himself together.
killed!"
"Father's

hoarsely.

[TO

UK

be

whlaperod

OONTLNUkU.]

Tnda r·

though It waa the only
the aceret
you had to live. This la
of the forceful life, the life of vitality
nnd Iteattty, (ho ouly life that la wortll
Live

day

vliile.

today
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Coming Evente.
Dec V, Λ) yusrterlv meeting of Oxford
tUt Association. Norway.
Jan. 1.—Oxford Pomona Urange, Norway.
—

Kap-

As if the now old-style automobile was
n<>t enough of a terror to horses, a new
oue has appeared in New York, which ia
driven, not by gearing from the motor
to the wheels or axles, but by a windmill with eight-foot arms revolving at
the rear of the carriage, and connected
with a gasoline motor. With the motor
chugging and the windmill arms swishing through the atmosphere, it must
seem to the poor horses more like an
iufernal creature than anything that has

appeared yet.

An interesting article on Mount Katahdin has recently appeared in the Boston
Transcript and been copied in some of
the Maine papers which is almost as accurate as some of the New York Sun's
Maine articles. In the second sentence
of the article Mount Katahdin is described as being "within tifty miles of Bangor," whereas it is easy for any one with
a map to ascertain that it is at least
eighty miles in an air line. In the
fourth sentence it is stated that the
mountain is in so inaccessible a region
that at least a week is required from the
nearest railroad station to make the
ascent, and more if the weather is bad.
him
A man whose business makes
familiar with that as well as other sections of Maine informs the Democrat
that with a good guide three days of
good weather is ample to make the
ascent frotu the railroad, and have as
many hours on the summit as desired.
If the rest of the Transcript's article is
equally correct, it can hardly be a valuable addition to our geographical information.

It is expected that some astute politician is responsible for the fact that the
big department stores of Chicago advertised a bargain day on the day when
an election was held in which women
At any rate, the
were entitled to vote.
bargain sales were held, and only 5UC

voted.

A very important election was held io
iUOeUAj,

λ

»vj

v.vwvv.

«

member of the
street commissioner,
school committee, thirteen aldermeu
ami some seventy-five members of tbc
But all that was ol
common council.
little account. What made the election
so important was the question of the
"twelve o'clock law." This was the
question whether certain hotels in Bos
ton, by the payment of an additional
fee, should have the time during which
they might sell liquor extended from 11
o'clock ρ m. to 12 o'clock. One would
have thought from some of the argu
meut that a great matter of constitutional liberty was at stake. But it wen)
through; oh, of course. And Boston
breathes easier, and feels that it can nu
longer be reckoned a backwoods town—
that it is maintaining its proud position
as the Hub of the universe and the head
center of "culcbaw."
a

has been
going the
A paragraph
rounds in the Maine papers recently r&
gardiug some one who owns a Bible
printed at Edinburgh in MDCCLXI
Which indicates that Maine newspapei
men are a lazy
lot, for the one whe
wrote tha paragraph originally, and the
several who have scissored it, have nol
takeu the trouble to translate the daU
into something that the average man
It is very true thai
can read at sight.
the ancient Romans, who evolved thai
wonderful product, the Latin language,
devised a calendar and a system ol
numerals almost as complicated: but
reverence for those long-departed em
pire builders does not require us to us<
their cumbersome methods in thee*
modern days. It's a pure waste of graj
matter.
doesn't wish that he was ai
Osage Indian? By recent allotment;
irom the goverment, every member o:
the tribe ie made worth not less thai
<$50,000 in land and annuities.
Who

Among the recommendations of thi
and Uamt
Fish
Maine Sportsmen's
Association which will be presented tt
the next legislature is one that the carry
ing of firearms on the wild lands shal
be prohibited during June, July anc
August. That may be good, but some
how its first impression is wrong. I
has a twang of rather too much inter
ference with personal liberty to sounc
acceptable. And then, besides, who'.'
going into the woods defencelessfullan<ο
take the chances of being filled
quills by a fretful porcupine or knocke<
over by an infuriated deer?
The first and only public aunounce
ment of policy ever uiAde in connectioi
with the Sturgis Commission was in th<
form of a letter published last week
from Governor Cobb to the commission
suggesting and directing that the term
of all deputies close Dec. 31s', to givi
the newly elected and incoming sheriff
an opportunity to% enforce the liquo
laws without interference or aid fron
outside. The commission shall hol<
itself in readiness to act at any tim<
when it may deem it necessary. Thi
action is perfectly consistent with thi
purpose and intent of the commission
Indeed, any action by the commissioi
before it had appeared that the shorif
was not enforcing the law would b
absurd. The only question is in regar
to certain nullifying sheriffs who wen
re-elected last September, and even the;
are to be given an opportunity to redeen

themselves.

The Vermont farmers are refusing t<
sell Christmas trees, as they say the prio
is so small that it will pay better to le
the trees grow to timber size. But th<
Christmas trees sold in Maine are most
scrubs of pasture growth that woul«

ly

never

make

Price of dinner tioketa 20 centa. The
■ale table and booths will be on exhibition in the evening only. There will be
nm BapdM Church, Ββτ. κ. ο. Taylor. pastor
and useful artiolee for aale includat 10:45 a. m. Sub da/ fancy
Sunday
,«WJ
There will alao
School al 1Î *. Sabbath Evening Service at ing aprona and qullta.
evening. be a candy and doll table. The arrange*"
J?· J- £· 8. C. Β Tuesday
i>5?
30. Coreat
7
Thursday
evening
in charge of Mrs.
Piayer MeeUng
1st ment of the booths ia
nant Meeting the laat Vrttlaybefore the
▲ free musical entertainnot ▲. D. Coburn.
Sunday of the month it 2 J r. κ. All
are cordially Invited.
ment will be given and Santa Claus will
..ei7rl*e connected
Church. Sunday Sefcool even be there in his
Universalis*
sleigh. All are invited
Sunday at 10:« a. u.
to attend.
The many friends in Paria of Mrs.
There was a goodly company at the
Julia E. Kittredge Scranton will be Masonic installation held in the hall of
at
shocked to learn of her sadden death
Granite Lodge, No. 182, on Wednesday
her late home in New Haven, last Fri- evening of last week, and a pleasant
her
made
had
social time was enjoyed by all present.
day night. Mrs. Scranton
home in Paria for nearly four years The following officers were impressively
to
New
Haven,
her
to
going
installed by D. D., A. B. Forbes of South
previous
and had endeared herself to many people Paris:
by kindly words and acts. Her life work
W. M.—C. r. Burden.
8. W.—W. K. Pratt.
has always been to do for the sick and
W.—Millard Emmons.
needy, and many even here can testify J.
Treaa.—C. Howard Lane.
to her many acts of kindness in time of
Sec.—L. B. Swan.
She leaves an
sickness and trouble.
Chaplain—W.O. Bryant.
Marshall—C. H. Lane, Jr.
aged husband, and few of her immedi- S.
D.—John Brock.
who
friends
ί
and
ate family,
many, many
J. D.—Samuel Estes. Jr.
will mise her in their daily live·.
8. S —A. K. ShurtW-ff.
J. 9.—Clarence E. Stearns.
Christmas will be observed on TuesParis HilL

day evening by brief exercises and »
public Christmas tree for the entire village at the Baptist church. Everybody
is cordially invited to participate. The
exercises will begiu at seven o'clock and
the committee in charge of which Mrs.
M. C. Sn<»w is chairman, request that all
bring Bibles.
DISTRICT.

Tyler—A.

L. Bacon.

The installation odee

were

sung

by

a

male quartette consisting of the following gentlemen: R. N. Stetaon, A. M.
Andrews, John Brock, H. R. Tuell. The
programme was also

interspersed

with

musical selections, opening with a piano
duet by Miss Lane and Mrs. Wardwell,
and songs by Mr. R. N. Stetson, Mrs. F.
5. Farnum, Mr. A. M. Andrews and

Refreshments were
George Tubbs has commenced sawing Alice Barden.
and has plenty to do the most of •erved.
The bon bon party held at Good Will
the time.
Louis Howe lost a valuable cow one Hall last Tuesday was a decided success and reflects much credit upon the
day recently.
Arthur Stevens and Howard McAlister I committee in charge. Over sixty were
are hauling pulp wood to South Paris. present and all pronounce it one of the
Frank Keen is hauling pulp to West best socials held this season. The folParis for E. A. Dean.
fowing programme was rendered by the
good children:
Every one is improving the "
1. Piano duet,... Madge Tuell and Mlla Young
sledding.
Churchill.

Here and There.

1491

|

loge,

Headaches and Eve Strains.
If It Is an Xtuas Gift.
Blue Stores.
A Kew Suggestions for Christmas.
24 Year*' « ork—No Kepalrs.
The Κ. Ν Swett Shoe Company.
Christina·.
Useful λ mas Present*.
Christinas Handkerchiefs.
Live Bull for Sale.

D(»8WD

THE OXFORD BEARS.

FOBBKS

NEW ADY KKTISKMENTS.

women

Wmt Pari».
The sale by the Ladles' Social Circle
of the Free Baptist chnrch will be held
THE OOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL Wedneeday of this week, Deo. 19th, at
Centennial Hall. They will aerve dinSECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
ner at the ball commencing at 11:30.

good timber.

President Roosevelt is awarded thi
Nobel peace prize, amounting to nearl]
940,000 in recognition of his service· ii
the cause of peace in ending the Rusao
Japanese war. To earn thi· world'i
prize for the promotion of peace is prêt
ty good for a man who is (apposed bj
some people to be forever spoiling for ι 1
fight. It is also creditable to the pre·!
dent that he will use the prize for eetab
lishing a fond to be devoted to briagiof
about a friendly understanding betweei
capitaliata and laborer·.

t. Recitation,
3
sons
Recitation
4
.V Clock Song,..—
6. Recitation,
7 Song
8. Dialogue.
Robert Churchill,
9. Charades.

Greenwood.

Robert
Hazel Bacon.
Mildred Davis.
Ivan Tuell
Helen Dexter.
Alice Banlen.

Frank Morgan was the only lucky
man thus far reported, who shot a deer
on the last snow, although others were
after them; nor will they give it up until
Roy Young, Alice Banlen.
the law gets here and that is near by.
One hunter says he came so near shoot- These were exceedingly well done and
ing a moose the other day as to see one's I provoked much merriment. The protracks.
gramme was announced by the chairman
They had a basket festival at the I of the committee, Rev. Miss Macduff,
school house on Patch Mountain last and at the close she distributed the bon
Friday night, and although a fairly good bons to each one present. These were
time was reported they all agree that an ingenious little affair rolled in fancy
nature gave them rather a cool recep- paper with a cap which exploded when
tion. The proceeds amounted to about the package was opened, and inside was
six dollars which will go towards pur-l discovered a motto and a tissue paj»er
'
on the head by
chasing a clock and flagstaff.
cap intended to be worn
Albion P. Bowker of Woodstock and those who found them. Various games
myself were both born in the year of were then played by the company which
we were
κ race 1830, and for some time past
heartily enjoyed. Corn balls and
have been keeping an eye out to notice home made candies were for sale, and
others who were born the same year, quite a little sum was added to the
Universalist Sunday
oot only in thin country but also in for- treasury of the
eign lands, as their ages were mentioned School.
by the different writers. This may notl George Marston and family have moved
be the time nor place to give their from Snow's Falls into the Dunn house
names, but will mention in passiog that on Pioneer Street.
on reading Mr. Cushman's letter in the
Auverne Lapham and wife have moved
last Democrat we learned that he was in- into the L. F. Willis rent on Maple
traduced into society in the same year, Street.
which adds oue more to the number.
S. T. White is again without a clerk.
Miss Mar ν Brooks is now at home
The pastor of the Free Baptist church,
where she intends to stop a week or two Mr. Samuel Evans, was at East Uebron
for the purpose of caring for her mother last week assisting the pastor there in a
who is still very feeble.
series of revival meetings. He returnod
A young lady arrived at the home of from there in time for the usual Sunday
Mr. aud Mrs. Kred Cole on the 10th service here and will remain in this viinet., and rather a pleasing event since cinity two or three weeks, or during his
all three of the others are boye. Our vacation.
M re. Clara A. Ridlon has been at
congratulations, Mr. and Mrs. Cole; hope
to be able to call and see the new citi- Locke's Mills, assisting her daughter,
zen >u the near future.
Mrs. Lester Penley, in
packing her
Ever since calling on Mr. Tilton a few household goods.
weeks ago I have boen hoping and prayWeat Sumner.
be reing that his natural sight would
stored again, at least in a measure; but
The telephone company have purchasif that is not to be it is pleaaant to learn ed Henry Proctor's hall and are to use it
by way of John's letter that hie spiritual as "central." Rumor says that Charlie
eves have been strengthened so that he Ryerson is to be the new operator.
can see glorious things as never before.
W. K. Doble is teaching the winter
And yet we will continue to hope aod term of school at Redding.
trust.
M. C. Barrows and brother, C. A. BarIn answer to the question whether we rows, together with Alton and Frank
intend to give a sketch of our recent York have bought a piece of land known
visit, it must be in the negative, except as the Ford lot near Mount Tom to use
perhaps that part which relatea to a as a pasture.
small part of Hartford, Livermore and
The meat men have all deserted us.
Hum ford Falls.
They evidently think that we cooked
We claim to be pretty well acquainted enough at Thanksgiving to last until
with the thermometer, having owned Christmas.
one almost from our boyhood; and how
The York brothers have sold a woodwe happened to make such a mistake is lot to Cummings and Ellingwood of
As will be seen at once the Paris.
a mystery.
fall of temperature was 40 degrees inMrs. Mabel Foster of Bryant's Pond
iiL
nliililfnn in viaitincr
hnr
stead of 72.
Freeman Farrar.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
parants,
Lovell.
Henry Young is still very feeble.
Mrs. G. A. Chandler is assisting his
family in caring for him.
Rev. Mr. Taylor and wife of Paris Hill
entertained a small dinner party at their
„| boa
home
Wednesday, Nov. 13th. The
wW. Λ«·
guests were Mrs. Addison Parlin and her
C aie*r"
««rM o! B»«rtill, daughter, Mrs. Lester West, of Paris,
Dr. Henry C.
He and Mr. and Mrs. Geo. West, Mrx.
a__s
S. H., has been here » f®
ftn(j Kosetta
Ryerson, Augustus Farrar and
sister and Miss Amy Young of Sumner.
They report a very pleasant time.
where he will then loc*··
ν Τ Fox will draw me μ··™ timber
Peru.
on
Lily Pond lot, putting in two
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer B. Kidder, who
teams.
were married Thanksgiving day, bad t
reception at Grange Hall Dec. 6th.
Hebron.
had a lot of nice presents. All

sira»»· s

The'"ï1^

?|U

SSia
ihe

They
spent

«ΐτΐ,ϊϋΓώ
ωκ)»,, ThuwlM.

entertainment thi
ter term will dcr

.

^"."'"bSor.
The

th.
win-

j« *·
wSïïïW.
weather
tion

is

^UBKUÎ**»'·» «■»■
*■£·
sick

-s»:sas

for several weeas,

very pleasant evening.
Mr. D. W. Walker's family is quaran
tined for canker rash.
Mr. S. A. GetchelP· family who have
been quarantined for canker rash, have
moved down to their new home.
Miss Ethel Robinson and Lena Hazel·
ton are at home from Farmington,
where they are attending Normal School,
Peru Center school is closed on ac
count of canker rash.
Rockemeka Grange, No. 109, held its
regular meeting Dec. Sth and elected the
following officers:
Master—1T. J. Rolls.
Overeeer—G. H. Con ant.
lecturer—C. A. Brown.
Steward—C. II. Roblnaon.
Assistant Stewanl—H. R. Robinson.
a

Chaplain—Mrs

sf-î3553fc«
Jones, aged 84 y*™·
M. 1. Corning, came "°

Hartford on
death. She

Brownfleld.

P'e<g^r°ford) Conn'.,Spring
sss. sy - *■
Spring.-bo tor»·?, jsrasss
?' F'mFsïïm*■»*» ·»"1
bh"
the

Tuesday
carried

P. Farrar.

Treasurer—.1. E. Conant.
Secretary—Γ>. M. Conant.
Gate Keeper—lames Irish.
Cere·—Mrs Ο. E. Rolls.
»
l'omona—E<lna Howard.
flora—M. E. Walker.
KMder
HatUe
Mr».
Stewanl—
l ady Aaslatant

her

First Congregational church, Rey,
James J. G. Tarr, Ph. D., pastor. Sud<
day morning, Dec. 23, preaching at 10:40.
"
Subject, "The First Christmas Morn
ing." Sunday School at 12 M. Evening
Dr. Tarr will
ford. M.m »Pr s
at 7:00 when
worship
Ma W1S much beeummerein 0x1
on "The Meaning of the Manger."
preach
friends for her aterl- A
praise service will precede the preaching. All are cordially invited to attend,
The funeral of Mrs. Daisy Libby oc
». (HI o< — curred on Friday afternoon at the homf
of her parents, Dr. Tarr of the First
Spring.
former resident,
Congregational church officiating.
The Sunday School of the First Congra
gational church is planning to hold t
grand Christmas tree exercise on Christ
All of tb<
at the
mas eve in the town hall.
Sewuort officiating. Ue leare- a
chnrches and the citizens at large are
brother.·
two sisters
cordially invited to be present and us<
of the tree for the
The Oxford
hanging of their gifts
Λβ
eighteenth A short entertainment is being planned
Temperance
Thurscommittee.
by ao able
The new railroad signal at the Brown
field station is a much needed improveMcKay of New Hampshire is ment, and will greatly lessen liability tc
wae

to

iikl

Mi-

"ZtfSS*~

»

«

widow',

Dbjlj®

^^JSaniiatlon

sfsasAa—
**Μμ°

accident.

3»c<wsr-«·
H

NelTie Elden

t(V

is

tislUng

Mason.

Lewis Merrill of Waterford was ii
town the 7th.
A. J. Hutchinson and Ervin Hutchin
friends in Bosson are hauling a car load of wood foi

M. O'Reilly.
Fred Ordway and family were in towr
own
the
the 12th.
ln
bunMKj
j
Robin:ton, which wae pari
Fannie Westleigh has gone to work foi
the recent Hre.
Charlie Valentine of Gilead.
W. H. Mason and wife visited theii
Byroa.
daughter, Mrs. D. W. Cushing, the 13th
Ε. H. Morrill and E. C. Ublmau an
putting in their ice.
Estes of Anburn

tenementh^e

lowing officers:
H.

MeWjJ·

North Stooebam.
Blanche Adam· has returned to hei
school at Norway.
Goldie Adams finished her.school ii
this district Nov. 30th and commenced
another school at West Lovell Dec. 10th
M—
Lata Dana.
Ν. T. Fox and wife of Lovell visited
Flora—Sarsh Tat lor.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Brown at theii
Poatooa—Kthel Phtlbrlek.
camp near Speckled Mountain Sundaj
L. A. 8 —Mr». Ktrs Koapp.
and Monday.
Organist sad Chorister—Mr·. Arlaa Arris.
Jotbam Shaw was elected delegate to : Charles Packard from Waterford ii
the State Orange.
I staying at Dennis Adams' and bunting
There wae a dance at Melody Hall .deer.
I Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Hilton visited
Saturday eight
OUve Taylor la laid αρ with a stiff Mr. and Mia. Weeman McAllister ol
Waterford Saturday and Bunday.

œsï-^91"

T^^J.AAbbo^in

SS^g^

Mala· New· Net·*.
Budcffeld.
Tour correspondent failed to conAlbert Austin of Belgrade committed
tribute bis uraal grlit of Buokfleld itema
■uiolde by hanging Thursday, at the
lut week for the reason that be vu
He
home of Mr. Frost where he lived
away from bome, taking in tbe preach- wu a
widower, about 60 year· of age,
er·' institute at Bath ana Gipsy Smith's
and alone in the world.
meetings in Portland. Returning late in
the week he was so preoccupied with
Hon. Samuel W. Matthew* of Caribou,
other duties he bad no time to write. commissioner of industrial and labor
William
and
that
John
■tatistlo· in Maine for the past twenty
But we noticed
contributed their offerings to your yean, announces that he la not a candicolumn· which more than offset any lack date for reappointment. His term exyour correspondent's part
Mrs. Joseph S. Warron and her five
daughters returned home to Westbrook
last week having spent ten days In their
Thanksgiving festival at tbe Methodist
parsonage, and the parson's manse has
once more resumed its wonted stillness.
Mr. Ν. E. Morrill, of the firm of Morrill & Cole, met with quite a serious accident Tuesday morning while at work
at his meat block in their store. His
carving knife by some misdeal was
thrust into bis leg near bis body, causing a deep wound three or four inches
in length. Dr. Caldwell was called and
attended to the case. At last account
Mr. Morrill was doing well, and hopes to
be about again in tbe near future.
Mies Laura Dean has been confined to
the house a week or more with what is
thought to be a clear case of appendicitis. Last Saturday, Dr. Oakes of Lewieton was called in consultation with Dr.
Caldwell in her case. At the present
writing no improvement is reported.
Rev. A. W. Pottle was called to attend
the funeral of the late A. K. Winslow of
West Buokfleld Thursday morning. Mr.
Winslow was 74 years of age, and leaves
feeble health, and four
a widow in
daughters, Mrs. C. E. Foster, Mrs. O. D.
Warren, Mrs. Wesley Waldron and Miss
Lorena Winslow. His death wae the
first to occur in his family. He and his
wife bad been married 51 years, and had
lived in this house where he
on

always

died.
The central telephone office and pay
station for the past six years conducted
by Mrs. Ε. M. Atwood, was this week
transferred to the store of Mr. A. E.
Cole. During all these years Mrs. At-

Christmas. Gifts) A

WHEN BUYING YOUB
A IkMtrlwl («fentltUa.
They were rehearsing a new play,
nail -*«»ry one waa nervous, for the
first night was cluse at hand. The play
was a tragedy, yet at Its end the dying
Select GIFTS that delight the gl?er
heroine, as the curtain descended, said:
and the receiver.
"Ί liree beers, please."
fine Dress
Those words concluded the play. Tet Men's and Boys'
The
of
out
Felt
keeping.
were
Slipentirely
Shoes,
they
Shoes,
concluding words should have been, "I
Overshoes
Gaiters,
pers,
die. but, since I have saved you, I die
and Rubbers.
happy," or something to that effect
A dramatic critic new to the business Ladies', Misses' and Chil-

February.
meeting of the governor and asked how It was that the tragedy end·
oouncll lut week, a statement wai made
ed with "Three bee», please," and the
public regarding the petitions for the
that stage manager said:
investigation of Sandford's Shiloh,action
"Superstition. It Is always thought
there is no occasion for executive
new plays to
in the matter. A hearing was given a bad luck In rehearsals of
pires

in

At the

speak the last seutence before the opensening night. He who has the lait
commisenforcement
All the deputy
substitutes some meansioners acting under the Sturgls law will tence to speak
it If he dared to
be discharged Jan. 1st, according to ingless phrase for
of
orders given by Governor Cobb to the speak the true phrase the prospects
enforcement commission last week. This the play would be thought doomed.
month ago.

will leave the matter of enforcement of
the
the liquor law in the hands of
sheriffs. The enforcement commission
will of course bo ready to begin operadetions again in any county if it shall
cide that the officials are not doing their

duty.

rescript deoiding that
liquors Is uncollectabie in
A

a

bill for

this state
whether the seller knows or does not
know that the goods are to be sold in
violation of the prohibitory law was
handed down from the Supreme Court
Wednesday. The case is that of Samuel
C. Boebm and others in New York
against Calvin W. Allen of Brunswick.
This rescript affirms the decision, drawn
in
by the late Chief Justice Wiswell the
which the seller of the liquors knew
law.
were to be sold contrary to

goods

The law court has handed down a rein the Androscoggin case of State
versus intoxicating liquors, the Grand
Trunk Railway Company of Canada,
claimant. The decision, which is one of
the most important rendered in relation
to the prohibitory liquor law in this
state for some time, rules that liquors
caDnot be seized in transit and that the
transit does not end until after the goods
leave a car. The seizure in question was
made by deputy enforcement commissioners working under the Sturgis law
passed at the last session of the Legislature, at the Grand Trunk station at Lewwas
iston last spring. The rescript
drawn by Justice Savage.

script

Some playwrights won't even write the
hist line of a play. They whisper it to
the assembled company on its first
rendiug, and from that day till the
actual production the line Is never
heard." —New Orleans Times·

sition.
East Bethel.
for the Grand
the
All
arrangements
is
Miss Margaret Whidden
preparing
Exhibit at the
ber pupils for a Christmas entertain- Trunk Railway System

Resolutions.
Whereas, Oar brother, Augustus

VirJamestown Exposition, Norfolk,
ginia, have been completed and the Comhandsome
a
to
erect
pany have decided
building for the purpose. The building
will be in the form of a cottage of unique
architecture and one that will not fail to
attract the attention of the visitors.
It will combine in it· entirety an effect
colonial with a wide veranda surrounding front half of the structure. It will
be situated on a plot 50 χ 100 feet in
one of the best locations on the grounds,
within a stone's throw of the Manufacturers and Liberal Arts Building and
a eliort distance from the "War Path"—
that portion of the grounds set apart for
the lighter attractions and which will be
on similar lines to the "Midway" of the
Chicago World's Fair and "The Pike" at
The inthe St. Louis World's Fair.
terior will be of Elizabethan design and
of large
series
finished in dark colors—a
photographic views being inserted in the
panels that will form the inner sheathing
of the walls. A decorative frieze in
colors and executed inoils will adorn the
upper portion of the walls, and will consist of subjects symbolical of Canadian

Billings, bas left his wornout casket for a
higher and better life;
Resolved, That Franklin Grange bas
lost an old and highly esteemed member,
the town a good citizen, and his family a
kind husband and father.
Resolved, That we extend to the wife
summer vacaand children kindly feelings and sympa- manufactures, industries,
transportation, hunting in
thy. Although they will miu him and tion haunts,
A collection of mounted
sadly feel his loss, yet they must feel Canada, etc.
birds native to the
that his sufferings are over, and look animals, fish and
and Waters will also be
Forest
Canadian
forward to that happy reunion when
and a series of moving picture
tbey too shall bear the summons, Come shown,

SOUTU PARIS, MB.

60 YEAR·'

EXPERIENCE

Patents

Tet Boar·.
The nicest pet the French forest affords is the marcassin, or baby wild
boar. It is almost human in its cleveran
ness. delights In funny pranks, has
evident sense of humor, makes friends
uf children and dogs and even lends itself to mimic hunts, playing the part
of the huutcd animal. Its antics are
varied and original. The only creature
to which the marcassin objects is its
distant relative, the pig. Directly It
FC>s that animal its back is up and its

Anyone

Patent· taken tbroueb Mann

s

Onr

Laagugt.

M, Pe Prince—You wind up *e clock
to make him go? English Tutor—Exactly. M. I)e France—Zen what for
you wind up ze beeslness?

To make It

Crockery Department.
China in

Trays and Pitchers. A large
assortment of Japanese Ware.
Special values in Toilet Sets,
Dinner Sets, Berry Sets, Cups,
Saucers and Mugs. Parlor, Library and Hall Lamps.

Scientific flmertcae.
four

rear :

month*. |L Bold by au new——wn.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Department.size
Carpet
Art

Rugs,
Squares, carpet
Mats, Hassocks, Rugs, Carpet
Sweepers, Tapestry Remnants

Optioian.

and

Lowest Prices m Oxford Count

Vases,

Royal Dutch

Οβ. I*·"

Fringes, &c.

N. Dayton Bolster & Go.,
SQUARE,

ao MARKS1T

NORWAY. MAINE.

SOUTH

MAINE.

PARIS,

F· A. BHUBTLBFF & CO.

F A. SHURTLBFF & CO.

CHRISTMAS SALE
Is Now Going; On.

OUR DISPLAY THIS SEASON IS EVEN BETTER TH\N USUAL.

OUR STORES

ARE FILLED WITH DESIRABLE CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR OLD AND YOUNG.

Phonographs.

Leather Goods.
Wallet·,

The beet line of

Pocket

Books,

What better Xmas gift than a PhonoAll kind*.
or Talking Machine'.'

Purees, and Hand Bags ever shown Id
this vicinity. We bought early, before
the last advance in the price of leather
goods and can save you money on these
articles. 5 cents to $5.00.

graph

$10.00 to $50.00 each.

Over 3000

Rec-

ords in stock.

Work Baskets
A useful present.

Large and small.

Always acceptable

to the ladies.

15

cents to $5.00.

Toys, Games,

Books.
copyrights

list of titles in

at 50 cents

Books for the children in paper
and linen.
each.

&c.

Everything to please the little folks.
Oames for old and young. A fine assortDolls, dreased
ment of 10 cent games.
and undressed, lc. to $:i.50 each. A fine

A choice assortment. Poems, Oift Books
Popular Novels. Notice the fine

and

line of mechanical toys.

TOILET ARTICLES, DRESSING CASES. MANICURE SETS, GLOVE. HANDKERCHIEF
CAMAND NECKTIE BOXES, STATIONERY, FOUNTAIN PENS, PERFUMES, KNIVES.
&c.
BOOKLETS,
AND
CARD3
POST
XMAS
ERAS, ALBUMS. BIBLE3, CALENDARS,

Begin
it off till
to

buy

near

or

easier than if you put
your gifts. You will get a choicer selection, will find it
Christmas. We shall be glad to show you any or all of these goods, whether you are ready
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TOOTHACHE

is not only a warning that the teeth
need attention but is proof of neglect. Should tweet or sour, heat or
cold affect the teeth it is evidence of
decay. Many have an unjust prejudice against

Having Teeth Filled

but it is the proper thing and makes
gond solid tooth of one which
The
would otherwise be useless.
mere fact that teeth are badly decayed is not a sufficient reason why they
Weekly.
cannot be restored to a good workHelpline Hla Ftnlah.
ing condition. The whole crown
"You'll find I'm bard to discourage," can be built up and made to do
said the persistent suitor melodramatic- mtfby years service
When having teeth filled the paally. "Some day I'll make you admit
you love me. and then—and not till tient will do well to leave the matthen—I will die happy."
ter of material with the dentist.
"I'll say It now," replied the heartWe have had years of study and
less girl. "I don't mind telling a He for
experience and should be pleased to
a good end."—Philadelphia Ledger.
examine your teeth and advise you.

More Than Fooltah.
He—Do yon think It would be foolish
of me to marry a woman who was my
Ibiellectunl Inferior? She—I don't know
that It would be foolish, but It would
be a dlllinilt thing for you to do.

and Gloves.

DnioN·
COPVRMHT· AC.
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aw
«ending a »ke«cta wd

tpeeial notice, wlthoat charge. In tM

In babyhood
tusk is bared.
it has a lovely sleek coat of very dark
brown and tan. When the silky hair
is tiied and bristles take Its place the
temper grows uneven. If marital and
paternal cares come on, the wild boar
puts away its childish ways and wants
to take its family to the forest to feed
there on acorns aud beech mast. Woe
tv> the hound or to the keeper who
wants to keep him back. In the forest
this paterfamilias may be called the
lirst line of defense, the sow the second,
an;l the little ones gambol round her.—

Tba Chauvins Frenchman.
There was a time when having to
cross the frontiers of his native land
was regarded by a Frenchman as the
greatest hardship he could undergo.
Today he Is the rival of the AngloSaxon where love of travel and adventure are concerned.—Paris Figaro.

prices, Towels, Napkins,
Table Linen, Skirts, Hosiery

at all

grs'ffewg

growing

machines projecting scenes along the stop?
line of the Grand Trnnk will form anSh« M ardor· It,
other attractive feature. This exhibit
"How Ion? Is the life of the average
will be one of the best advertisement·
that Canada has ever had in the United so c-'lled popular song?"
"Till the girl who lives uext door to
States.
for
Oxford
Democrat
to
the
sent
oopy
It is estimated that from eight to ten ns gets hold of It."—Houston Poet.
publication.
million people will visit this exhibition
Mas. Martha E. Davis,
I
daring its life. The exhibition opens on
G. W. Q. Psbbam,
How mankind defers from day to
April loth, 1907, and lasts until Novem- day the best It can do without thinking
COBA J. PmaHAM,
ber
1Θ07.
80th,
Committee on Resolution·.
tUt left ttm· U leet «tarait?.—Mailer.

higher.
our charter be draped
I in Resolved, That
mourning for thirty days, a'copy of
I
these resolutions spread on onr records,
I
I a oopy sent to the bereaved family, and a
up

Frothingham,

W. 0.

CHRISTMAS.

Goods Department
DryHas
Handkerchiefs of all kinds

Truoka, Bag· and Suit Case·.

again
Democrat

wood has been a most faithful and competent agent of the company, and the
good wishes of her many friends will go
with her in lier retirement from the
"hello" business. Mr. Cole starts in
with the good will of his many patrons,
and no doubt will soon prove immensely
proficient in his new vocation.
Mrs. Lucy A. Shillings, having spent
the past month with friends in Saco, returned to her bome Wednesday.
Commander Robert E. Peary, together
Mrs. Euima A. Jewett is spending a with
fifty other persons, members of the Paris (.'or. London Truth.
few days with her sister, Mrs. Armstrong
Arctic Club and intimate friendR,
Peary
Gerrish, on Depot Street.
were guests at a dinner given by Morris
Λ Limited Vocabulary.
rented
Mr. Ε. H. I'hinney has again
K. Jesup at the University Club in New
If a person's knowledge of English
the shop of Mr. R. C. Thomes where be
the
of
honor
in
York Wednesday night,
were coufiacd to one word, which
will be available for general job work
explorer's return from the Arctic. The would bo the most useful? This suband saw filing.
dinner was described as "a family afMr. Harry Dudley went to Lewiston
was once discussed In the presence
fair," and the speeches delivered were of ject
of Quee i Caroline, lier majesty enterThursday on business.
an informal character, nothing being
Mr. Howard P. Shaw and his mother.
acgiven out for publication. Commander ing into the question vigorously,
Mrs. I. W. Shaw, went to Portland
Peary in response to the congratulations cording to the Dundee Advertiser. The
Thursday, returning Friday.
of Mr. Jesup ie said to have told his greater number of the company fixed
Mr. Pereine Dudley has on hand a
friends that if ho could get the right sort on "yes." One lady decided ou "no,"
largo supply of cut gems of varied size, of ship for another "dash to the North
for. she argued, "though yes never
takes
he
which
value and brilliancy,
Pole" he believed he could accomplish
means no. no very often means yes."
great pleasure in showing to his friends. his
asthat
said
is
It
in
a
year.
object
II jw many men will Indorse this?
In his stock be has beryl, topaz, toursurances were given him at the dinner
maline, garnet and other quality of that the kind of ship he wanted would After all, one word would be as a drop
stones.
be provided whenever he is ready to in the ocean of our English language.
The Hon. J. D. Long has recently
A young woman who had learned a
undertake another voyage.
placed in the Zudoc Long free library a
Irish words without understandfew
the
A petition for a 145 mile branch of
photograph of the birthplace of bis
in them lo.'-t herself in the mountains.
father in Middleboro, Mass. The frame Bangor and Aroostook railroad, which
of the picture was made by Mr. Long if built will open up a big lumbering aud ( Mcetiir; a handsome youug peasant,
himself and is evidence of his mechanical sporting territory and furnish a rail she tried her Irish on him. I'at looked
communication in practically a direct astonished, then pleased, aud, rubbing
skill and good taste.
line from Ihe St. John river on the his sleeve across his mouth, said: "Arnorthwestern boundary of Maine to the rali! l>o
Bethel.
ye mane it, miss?" The girl,
Atlantic seaboard at Stockton Springe, i:i lier
had asked him for a
Saturday, Dec. 8, the funeral of Miss has
Ignorance,
:
of
Board
been filed with the State
Alice Billings was held at the home of
kiss.
the
Bangor
commisaioners by
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Billings. Railroad
railroad company. This
The Eastern Star, of which she was a and Aroostook
Λ Gift of Solomon'·.
9
in
to
start
range
is
branch
township 4,
member, attended in a body. Rev. C. in
In the ancient cathedral of Genoa a
Piscataquis c >unty, from a branch of
X. Gleason, her pastor, spoke words of
but not con- va.;e of immense value has been precomfort, and a quartette composed of the road already granted
extend to St. Francis plan- served for 000 years. It Is cut from a
Mrs. Wight, Miss Alice Russell, Dr. structed, and
tation in Aroostook County near the single emerald. Its principal diameter
Wight and Mr. Pushard sang moet imof the St. Francis and St. John Is twelve and one-half Inches and Its
junction
"Abide
and
Gate
Ajar"
pressively, "The
It will run practically a direct
live and three-fourths inches. It
with Me." Dr. Wight sang the ever- rivers.
of height
The line from Sebois lake to the junction
beautiful solo "Face to Face."
Is kept under several locks, the keye
wildera
named
rivers
through
abundance of flowers was a silent ex- the two
are in different hands, and It
A hearing was ordered to be held of which
ness.
pression of sympathy and esteem. Very at
Is rarely exhibited in public, then only
Dec.
27th.
Bangor
much
sympathy is extended to the
by an order of the seuate. When exfamily.
Resolutions of Respect.
hibited it is suspended round the neck
Saturday evening, a lecture on Ben
Whereas, On the fourteenth of October of α priest by α cord, and no one is
Hur illustrated by the stereopticon was
the Angel of Death has entered the allowed to touch it but him.
It is
given in the M. E. church and the folsacred circle of our lodge and removed claimed that this vase Is one of the
lowing Tuesday the Ladies' Aid served
our
world
a
better
from our midst to
rrift* η·Ι·Ι,·Ι· wvrp nwiilo to Solomon bv
a chicken pie supper which was well
worthy brother David H. Chandler;
patronized.
the queen of Sbeba.
Brother
of
the
death
in
That
Resolved,
Wednesday afternoon and evening the
Julian Rebekah Lodge has
l adies'Club held its annual Christmas Chandler
Lope «le V*|t.
sustained the loss of a member who was
Hale with very satisfactory results.
in Averv wav worthy of our highest reLope de Vega, the famous Spanish
Friday, the funeral of Mrs. Nancy Fardramatist and poet, lived from 1562 to
well took place at the M. E. church. gard.
Resolved, While we as a lodge mourn 1635. Ills literary work began when
"Aunt Nancy" as she was endearingly
one who was dear to ue we
he was about thirteen years old, and
called was a resident of Bethel for many the lose of
do not forget how much harder this
froui that time until his death, a period
years, but has been most tenderly cared
falls upon the sorrowing widow,
for by Mrs. Angie Parlin (ber niece) at blow
of sixty years, he poured forth an enormother and dear brother and sister.
lier home in South Framingham, Mans., aged
mous quantity ol' plays, dramatic comextend
Julian
That
Lodge
Resolved,
She was in ber 03d
for several years.
their heartfelt eympathy to the bereav- positions of all kinds, poems of every
year.
and commend t'iem to One character, breathing every spirit from
Christmas displays are âne, indeed ed family
"who doeth nil things well."
the strictest asceticism to the most unnever better in our village, and the shops
Resolved, That a copy of these reso- bridled license. Over 1,800 plays are
are well filled with customers.
lutions be spread upon our records, a credited to him, and the published colBasket ball game Friday between Gorsent to the family and one to the
hams and Betbels with the Bethel team copy
lection, comprising about 300, is confur publication.
press
victorious.
tained in twenty-eight volumes.
Committee
)
Phkiie F. Gray,
Friday, Mr. Charles Merrill died at his
on
Nellie A. Leavitt, >
a
had
been
life-long
home. Mr. Merrill
The French.
Lizzie Johnson,
) Resolutions.
resident of Bethel. He leaves a widow
The French were first mentioned as
and five children, one brother and two
What Not to Say.
the Franks, a tribe of warlike Gersisters.
An article by Bertha Gaus in the New mans In the northwestern part of the
Idea Woman's Magazine for January region now known as Prussia. They
Denmark.
takes up the polite art of conversation came Into notice about 240 A. D., and
Tbree nice buck deer have been shot from a
negative point of view. The wltii other German tribes Invaded the
in the past week in this town by the fol"dont'e" enumerated by the writer for
lowing young men:—Perley Gerry, one; those wishing to be good talkers, are Itomau empire in the fifth century and
Harry Smith, one; Roy Leemau, one; ••Don't tell long stories of personal ex- settled In the country now known as
and quite a number of deer have been
periences. Don't ask trifling questions. France. The word Frank, or Frankseen by others.
Don't air your prejudices. Don't talk man. means freeman. After their conThe ladies1 fair and entertainment at of melaucholy or gruesome matters.
quest of Gaul they named the country
Grange Hall Wednesday evening was Don't speak in a low, monotonous tone. Frankenrlc, or Frank's kingdom.
not largely attended. The singing of
Don't ride conversation too hard. Don't
Mrs. Kattie Sanborn was very much en- hinder the conversation by trying to be
"I'aradlae Loat."
joy ed.
details. Don't go
too accurate over
Milton's "Paradise Lost" was comMrs. Julia R. Shorey is nursing at back and add
appendices to a subject menced between 1039 and 1642 and
East Fryeburg.
after you have left it. Don't run one
Mr. Fernando Witham was in Portland
completed about tbo time of the "great
story into another. Don't stop a disof London" in September, 1606.
Thursday to attend the poultry fair.
cussion by the clinching use of a proverb. fire
Mr. Ellis Blake has returned from the Don't make a
of always agreeing Its author composed it In passages of
point
hospital in Augusta, Me., and is looking with a speaker. Don't harp too long on from ten to twenty lines at a time and
fine and very much improved in health. one
string. Don't affect a stilted style." then dictated them to an amanuensis,
After discussing these prohibitions to usually some attached friend. It was
East Brownfield.
talkers at some length the writer con- first published In 1667 by one Samuel
Daisy Butterfield Libby died at the cludes: "Still, it must be confessed
last
home of her parents
Tuesday night. that there are people who are constitu- SlmmoiiH. and a second edition appearFor these two editions
ed lu 1674.
Fuuer<il services were held Friday aftertionally incapable of following out these Milton received £10 and his widow
noon.
and who, in spite of all their viorules,
Mrs Julia Bean visited the L. T. L.
lations, are Interesting people. They £8 more.—London Graphic.
last week.
have native strength and make their
There has boen some severe weather
Over and Above.
They are
own rules of self-expression.
during the past few woeks, the thermom- the stuff out of which novelists make
"Mother, does Dr. Smith wear his
eter registering from 12 to 23 degrees.
In
real
life,
character-impersonations.
everyday clothes under that long white
There is to be a Christmas tree at
ae in hooks, tbey add to the gaiety of
gown when he preaches?" asked a litTown Hall Dec. 24th. Everyone is in- nations. But
of
not
are
exemplars
they
tle girl who had seen the edge of the
vited to take part.
the art of conversation, which requires
Ernest Hill Is quite sick with tonsilitis.
minister's trousers under his robe.
harmonious balance in all the give-andThere are nearly fifty pupils in Bean
"Yes. dear," was the reply.
take of conversational exchange."
Memorial school this winter. Good
"Well." she coutluued, "now I know
work is being done.
Qrand Trunk at Jamestown Expo- why It Is called a eurplua."—Harper's

ment.
Miss Amy Bartlett has closed her
Bcbool at Rumford Falls fur a two weeks1
vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mayoonnell have
gone away to work.
Mr. N. A. Austin has gone to Canton
to work.
Mr. H. S. Hastings of Newry has »
crew of men pressing bay on his farm
here.
Carl Swan is working for Mr. Elmer
Traek.
Will Holt is driving team for Mr. Z.
W. Bartlett.
Miss Ella Farwell was at home from
school at Gould Academy the past week
on account of sickness.

dren's fine Dress Shoes,
Beaver and Warm Lined
Leather
Patent
Shoes,
and Kid Sandals, Felt
Slippers, Juliets, Crochet
Slippers, Gaiters, Etc.

Few Suggestions for

a

Τrousers

*

·»·

This is the time of the year
when you need a pair of our

Johnson Trousers
to

keep you warm and dry. They

all wool, strong and durable.
Price $3.
Rain Proof $3.50.
are

CHAS. L. BUCK,

THEN WE HAVE.

The dentist,

South Paris,

Maine.

kill™· couch
CURE

«no

THI

wombat collars, and lined with lamb's wool
throughout. Just the garment for this cold weather.
with

high

LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery

Prices

w·™

fob

β;

ONSUMPTION
OUGHSaaë
"IDS

Frt· Trial.

coon,

dog,

black

GIVE US A CALL.

J.

F.

PLUMMER,

Furnisher,

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone 106-3.

ANHVAL· If EST Me.
The annual meeting of the Oxford
County Patron· of Husbandry Mutual
Fire Iosuranee Company will be held at

Grange Hall, South Paris, on Saturday,
Dee. 29,1006, at 10 o'clock A. u.
G. W. Q. Pkbham, Secretary.
Bryant's Pond, Maine, Dm. 4,1906.

$3.

martin, wombat, &c.

$1.00

Bureat and Quickest Our· for all
Τ HBO AT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

to

A few desirable Fur Coats left, in

Prie·

60c It

$6.50
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liolng down ι.east) —5:3t> A. R., lallv ; 9:44 a.
tally except Sunday; 4 35 P. R., dally.
Uolng up v west}—10:07 Α. Μ.. dally; 3 3β P.I
dally.
dally except Sunday ; S 47 P.

Mrs. Bradlee of Watervllle has been I
guest at T. F. H at haw ay's for the pas t

Sooth Paris, Dec. 12.
Last week I sent to Prof. Hitchinge
The Snowbound Carnival of the Goo< specimen that I km ear· wm » bfowi
Cheer will be held at New Hall Feb. 2 r tall moth's nest, and got reply that I
This neet wi
was the genuine article.
and 28 and March 1st.
taken from the farm of F. S. Jackeon ο
Rev. E. W. Pierce went to the Main > the
High Street road in the Biaco
General Hospital at Portland for treat
neighborhood.
ment Monday morning.
the farmers in tnl
It behooves
week.

ant
Rev. J. H. Little was called to Eas t vicinity at least to be on the alert
X. H., last week to attend th< remember the motto "A stitcbin tim
saves nine," and also that "What §
funeral of a former parishioner.
worth doing at all is worth doing well.
H. H. Stuart, principal of Goilforc I
Mks. S. E. Jackson.
High School, and Mrs. Stuart, are spend
ing the vacation with relatives here.
The following is the letter written >
Most of the local physicians are at Professor
Hitchinge. the atate entc
the
uf
the Oxforc
meeting
tending
moiogist, in reply to F. S. Jackeon, who
Medical
ii
ι
which
Association,
County
specimens of the nests found were sut
held at the Maine Sanatorium at Hebroi > mitted to him:
to-day, Monday.
Mr. F. 9. Jackson,
South Parle, Maine:
Quite a number are attending the an
Dear Sir,—Tour letter ami box wae receive
nual session of the Maine State Grange by thle mall. The epeclinen wae the neet of th
at Augusta this week, including Mr. and brown tall moth ae you iuoi^i. T iev hav
been f junrt In
ami In Parte thiey&a
Mrs. Charles Edwards, Mr. and Mrs. Make a careful Norway
search for tbem and notify t«
Howard A. Swan, Mrs. A. K. Jackson, eelec' men so the town can clean them up.
Every neat should be burned In a *ood hr
Mrs. C. A. Briggs, Rev. J. H. Little, and
Are ae the catorplllar* are done up In llt'.le cell
A. E. Morse.
and will etand a lot of heat aa wen aa cold.
Shall be pleased to hear from 5 ou at any tlm
is to conclude the seriee
Xext

Jeffrey,

Mrs. W. B. Russell and her grandson

Raymond Russell, of Leeds,

are

visiting

The Seneca Club meets thie

Monda:

relatives and friends here.

evening with Mrs. Agnes Penfold.
lin will be the city studied.

Ber

Rev. B. S. Rideout of Norway is invit
ed to conduct the Bible class at tin
Methodist church next Friday at 4 P. m

Baptist Church, Rev. J. Wallace Cheebi
Pastor. On Sunday, preaching service 10:45
β :15
r ; Sabbath Sch'jol 12 R. ; Y. P. S. C. Κ
r.
prayer meeting 7:00 p. R. ; Wednesdayevi
Α·1 a
Seal* free.
I ni prayer service 7:30.
welcome.
Untver*allst Church, Rev. J. H. Little, I'asU
Preaching iervlce every Sunday at 10:45 a.
Evening service,
Sunday School at 12 M.

The regular meeting of the W. F. M
S. will be held at the church parloi
Thursday afternoon, Dec. 20tb, at tbre<
o'clock.

P. R

Saturday evening at the residence ol
Rev. J. U. Little Mr. Amma H. Emery
and Mies Inez M. Swift were united ie

STATF.l» MKETINQS.
Lo«lge, So. 34. Resul
r. A A. M.—Part
x.'eilnu Tuee lay evening on or before full ujoc
1.1». ό r.—Mo in Mica l odge, regular mo
1'ige, Thursday evenln·- of each week.—Auro
Kncampmeat, ii»st .md third Monday evenln
•>f each month.
l> of R.—M -uni Pte&san Kebekah Lodne, Ν
So, meets second '.c i fourth Fridays of an
month In '>ld Kellows' Hall.
U.
R -W. K. ctluiball Post, So. 14S. mef
Ur-t and thlr! Saturday evenings of ea<
ia<<nth, to b. A. R. Hall
Wm. K. Kimball Relief Corps meets ΰι
ami third Satur<la> evenings ot each month,
Ke'ltf Corps Uall."
P. of H.—Paris Grange, from May 1 to Oct.
Saturday, during tl
mteu t!r»t and third
remainder of the year, meett every Saturday,
«ran*-e llall.
U. O. <3. C. -Second and fourth Mondays
ea< b moaUi.
Ν. Κ. Ο. Ρ
Stony Brook Lodge, No. is
ui1 ta second and fourth Wednesday evontn?
of « ach month.
Hamlin Lodge. So, SI. meets evei
b. of Ρ
► r ay evening at Pythian Hall.

Sunday

J. II. Bean and wife and Oscar Masor
attended the funeral of Mrs. Bean'f
Charles
brother-in-law,
Merrill, al
Bethel Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar L. Robertson ol
Gorham, Ν. Π., were the guests of Mr,
and Mrs. Geo. D. Robertson, Church
Street, the first of last week.

Mr*. Fiona Walker.
C. S. Stetson.

A sociable, under the auspices of the
senior class of Taris High School, will be
held in New Hall Thursday evening of
Admission 15
this week. Dec. 20th.

Sunday morning:

The Congregational Sunday School
will observe Christmas on Chistmas eve
with an entertainment by the children
followed by a tree. Come all and bring
the children.

Mrs. Archie Cole of Poland Spring it
visiting at her former home at Wallact

Ryerson's.

L. S. Session s.
on

the

Snelllng

Listening Ear of Night,
Simper
Mozirt

KINO

places.

Headers of the Democrat know, 01
should know by this time, that th(
brown-tail moth is more to be feare<
than any of the insect pests which hav<
The ap
ever secured a foothold here.
pie tree caterpillar, which invades oui
orchards in armies at intervals, and ii
then overcome by its own insect enemies
and the once-dreaded potato beetle, now
successfully kept in subjection by thi
use of poisons, are utterly insignifican
beside this new danger. The gypsy motl
is worse, but that is not yet with us.
In Europe, where the brown-tail ii
native, it is kept within bounds by iti
natural insect enemies; but those an
not native here, and though an effort ii
being made to breed them here, f is
vet known whether they will live and
accomplish their purpose in any degree
As yet the only method of checking
them known to us is the slow and de·
tailed process of destruction by the banc
of man. Every possible effort should b<
made to exterminate them at the first
An ounce of preventioi
appearance.
may be worth many pounds of cure.

le,
Choir:—Mrs. II. E. Wilson, soprano; M Us
Jcpele Tolraan, contralto; L.S. Sessions, tenor;
ti. A. Urlgga, baritone; Mrs. Nellie Brlckett,
organist.
l'o»t lu·

no|

DISTBICT.

Willie Sturtevant came home with a
very nice deer Wednesday night.

Mrs. S. M. King has returned home
from the hospital at Portland much improved in health.

Rev. 11. A. Clifford will preach a
Methodist
the
Christmas sermon at
church next Sunday morning. In the
evening the Christmas concert will have
exercises by the children and special
music bv the choir assisted by Mrs.
Smiley, Miss Ruby Clark and others.

Miss AltaC. Walker, who teaches a
Wells Beach, is spending the vacation a
home.

Martin

Antliem, Calm

eration."

now.

Anthem,

Sermon.

Dr. George M. Twitchell will give an
address at the Jauuary meeting of Oxford Pomona Grange, which is to be
His subject
held at Norway Jan. 1st.
is "The Education for the Coming Gen-

M:ss Lena Leighton. who has been il
for some weeks, is so she gets out a littl

Batiste
llanecom

Prayer.
Solo,

supper.

Mrs. Etna Lane of Upton ie the gués
of her sister, Mrs. I. F. Evans.

Prelude,
Anthem,

Scripture.

All the members of the Good Cheer in
the second division of letters, from 1·
to N, are requested to meet with Mrs. J.
Merrill Wednesday evening, Dec. 19,
to make arrangements for the January

ii

some

The following is the order of the service at the Universaliet church next

cents.

tnwu

It is thus beyond question that thi;
dreaded insect has entered the town ο
I'arie; and the place where it was founc
is not in the thickly settled portion ο
the town, but near the middle of thi
town, on a farm several miles from an;
of the villages, and near tracts of fores
land, where its spread can not be watch
ed and checked as readily as it might u

A hearing was held at the court house
before Trial Justice Charles F.
Whitman, on a complaint made by Frank
B. Fogg, charging Alvin C. Scribuer and
Charles A. VVentworth with the larceny
of a pair of gloves, a pipe and tobacco,
and a bottle of oil, from the desk in the
office of Fogg's livery stable at South
Paris, on the 5th of December. E. F.
Smith, Esq., appeared for the defence.
Both respondents were discharged.

office Dec. 10th:
MUe Marate Roea. 2.

Miss Kuth Tucker of West Tarie visite,
friend» here last Thursday.

Very

Saturday

Advertised letters in South Paris posl

seaso

In regard to any Ineecta that you may And.
truly your».
E. F. HlTCHINOS.

of vespers which has been held at the
Congregational church for the past two
months. A special effort is being made
to make this last service the best and a
strong musical programme is being
arranged. All are most cordially invited to attend.

marriage.

1 know the roue will bloom again,
I know the butterfly
Will tlauut once more across the plalu
HI* beautle* to mine eye.
1 know this world In »prlngtlme'e glow
This mien severe w'll doff.
But ere ttiut time wh*t torn» of fn >w
We'll have to shove! off'
—Washington Star.

was

There will be a rehearsal of Mfc. Pleai
not Kebekah degree team Friday evenin,
of this week.

Big Fire

Mrs. C. F. Kimball has had a felon on
her thumb. It has been very painful
but it is much better now.

THREE

STORES

Loss at Bethel.
AND

MASONIC

BURNED Ol'T THE NINTH INST.

John's Letter.

For

In*. 7.00 P. M.
Methodist Church, Rev. C. A. Brook·, Pastor
Preachlug service. 10 30 A. M.; Sabbath School
11:00 M.; Social Rvenlng Meeting, 7Λ0 P.M.
prayer meeting, Tueeday evening; claaa meeting
Bpworth League, Sandaj
Friday evening.
evening, β Λο P. M.
Baptist Church, Bev. B. 8. Cotton, Ρ«stor
Preaching service, 10 :30 A. M.; Sabb ith School
12:00 M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 Ρ
M., Wednesday evening, 7:80.

In South Pa'lb, Dec. IS, by Rev. J. U. Little.
Mr. Amma Keene Emery and Miss Inez Mattle
Swift, both of Paris.

Died.
In Bucklleld, Dec., A. K. Wlnslow, aged 74
years
In Norway, Dec. 7, Edmund Froet, aged 82
yean, 3 months, 21 days.
In North Fryeburg, Dec. 7, Daniel Irl»h.
Id East Brown Held, Dec. 11, Daisy Buttcrllcld

Llbby.

In South Framlnsham, Mas*., Dec 10, Mrs.
Nancy, widow of George Farwell of Bethel, aged
92 years.
In Betbel, Dec. 14, Charles Merrill.
In Togus, Dec. S, Fernando M. Thomas of
Andover, aged ω years.
In South Rumford, Dec. 8, James Curnell, aged
90 years.

House Hall

Tuesday evening.

were read and acted
were elected officers:

(following

After the
upon the

quantity

desired.

Orders taken

telephone.

Steam

by I

Maine.

The Salvation Army

FOUR THOUSAND poor chiland FIFTEEN THOUSAND destitute men and women·
power Donations thankfully received by

For Sale Chenp.

Colonel Vm.

all

ready

holidays

for the

with

things consisting

a

Evans,

Company

full line of useful

of

esting

TRUNKS, BAGS AND SUIT CASES
surely

price

!

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,

I

—

what

Sweaters, Underwear, Hat
Gloves and Mittens

Cap, Night Kobe·.

or

Driving, Business,
lined with Silk,

for Dress,

in Kid, Uuck, Kaindeer, Wool,
Angora, Squirrel and Lamb.

Fancy Vests. Hardly

but lik.>s one.

a man

Whites

and oolorr, II, 11.25,11.50, 12, 12.50, #2.75, *3.

Umbrellas With all sort* of handle*, 50c. to 13.
have a few ladies', 30c. to $2.
25c. to $150.

Mufliers,

We

50c.

Mufflets, 25c.,

in Boxes, 25c. to fi.

Suspenders
Fancy Armlets, 10c 15c., 25c, 50c.
Jewelry. Studs, Cuff Buttons, Pine.

a

nice assort-

prettiest

we

a

pretty box

to

put the

(2 Stores,)

Norway.

BLOCK, NORWAY,

MAINE.

MRS.

once.

Fancy

padding

yards

holly

already.

truly,

S. B. & Z. S. Prince.

at Great Reduction.

Christmas
gifts

in which to select your

busy ones.
mas buying now
to give him may
to he

is

Only

rapidly approaching.

is

overrun

Let

the

easily

are

to be

gifts

a

we

man

or

to the store

to

boy.

a

few

look

over

mention

Suspenders

An umbrella is a present useΊ he
ful and very attractive.
kind we sell will prove satisfactory after months of set vice.
We have all'grades from 50c.

upwatds.

Armbands.
A showing of fancy armbands
Of silk
for holiday giving.
elastic, metal buckle and silk
All
bow, each in fancy box.
25c. and 50c.
colors,

Gloves.

for the holidays are re:uly.
Each in fancy individual box,
5CC each
many colors

House Coats.
Our lines of these handsome
house garments have been reinforced to full strength to meet
the demands of holiday buying.
Gray, brown and blue coat»
with plaid linings, $3 and $5

Bath Robes
in a man's wardWe have these robes in
quite a variety of neat patterns.
All grades from
$3 to $6
are a

for Christmas
Dress gloves, lined
or unlined, in kid, castor and
other materials, 50c. to $1 .50.
Silk lined dress gloves, $1 and
$1.50. Fur lined gloves in a
wide range of fabrics, $2 to $3

gloves

presents.

Handkerchiefs
in white, blue, red, etc., for 5c.
Linen handkerchiefs, 15c. and

25c. Initial handkerchiefs,
Silk handkerchiefs,
50c.
or with initial, 25c. and
plain
10c.

to

50c.

robe.

necessity

Neckwear.
Λ royal selection of holiday
neckwear. The new colorings
All
are unusually attractive.
shapes and styles, 25c. and 50c.

Men's Shirts.
White laundered shirts, 50c. to
$1. Baker Brand linen collars
and cutis. Collars 15c., 2 for
25c. Culls 25c. per pair.

public

To accommodate the

this store will be open

evening until Christmas. We
and see our stock of holiday gifts.

every
call

This store

assortment.

Umbrellas.

Men's

for

Below

What

unbroken.

solved at this store.

with useful, sensible

holiday

days remain in
days are sure

suggest that you do your Christ-

us

while the stocks
be

few

a

and the last few

long remembered.
and
cordially invite you
things,

Gifts

Ginghams,

give.

HOWE'S,

Millinery

Remember Our

I

If you have not begun your
Christmas Fancy Work do

A.

E.

South Paris, Maine.

T. M. DAVIS, South Paris,

DON'T DELAY LONGER!

||nuui\uiui

Neckwear and Fancy Articles at

I

yard

he would appre-

SEE OUR LINE BEFORE PURCHASING.

J

stamping

ie away to
of these.

A Sait, Overcoat, Bain Coat, For Coat would not
be out of pliU'C. What do you think of the idea?

yiiiiio ι ifino

^ïïeuïy

at

college

boy

Selecting Gifts for Man or Hoy buy
they would be apt to buy themselves.

U Years' Work-No Repairs.

so

If your

ciate one
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!

^

man

House Coats and Bath Robes. 34, 94.50, $5, |β, Φ7.

South Paris,

..

■

for a

F. H. NOYES CO.,

always right.

OPERA HOUSE

things especially appropriate

Ια nice

at this time are:

FOOTWEAR

OF

KINDS

ALL

In

8 Eut Bcookliae Street, Boston, Mao*

The Ε. Ν. Swett Shoe
are

We Have a Great Variety of
Useful Gifts from which to
Select Your Present to Him.

If you like we will present you with
tie in.

dren,

Second hand, six horse
and eight horse power boiler.
Call and see them at A. C. Jones'
Machine Shop, South Paris, Me.

engine

Man's Christmas.

50c.
Puffs, Ascots, 4-in-Hands, Tecks,
Band Tecks, Derby Tecks, 4-in-Hands, Bows, 25c.

invites you to participate in bringing: Christmas cheer and joy to

and Boiler

Engine

a

This is one of our strong lines. We always have
ment but this year our variety is larger aud the
have ever shown.

W. H. CUMMINGS,

Paris,

Man's Store

a

NECKWEAR.

Should the time ever come when there
Bethel village suffered a bad A™ on
President—W. C. Leavltt.
The True Blue "Home Guards" who shall be a war between the United States
1st Vice-President—Eugene N. Swctt.
of Sunday, the 9th inst. The
the
night
have been having enthusiastic and inter- and Japan, (and it is one of the possi2d Vice-President—Henry J. Bangs.
fire was discovered about 10 ο clock, in
Sd Vice-President—James N. Favor.
Stanley's Wednesday.
iijeetiugs every week since they bilities), would it not be a little awkward the Cross building, occupied by the
S-c. andTreas.—A.L.SanlK>rn.
the
also
W.
Wallace Clifford is spending his vaca were organized, meet to-nieht at
somewhat expensive to defend our store of G. M. Forbush on the lower
land
Trustees on Novelty Turning Co.—Fred
' home of Harold Merrill, Main Street,
H.
tion from Bates clerking in the store ol
possessions over the water and so far floor, and on the second floor by the Sanborn, Henry B. Foster and Frank Noyes.
the
is
and
social
from
i
entertainment
returned
Au
promised away? Of course Japan would snatch at
F. A. Sburtletl «ft Co.
Masons.
Eugene E. Andrews
.1 by them to be given soon, probably be- !; them. It would no doubt be the first hall of Bethel Lodgeinof the
for local
basement of West" Wednesday with horses
The fire started
Melville Churchill returned the tirst ο fore the close of this year. Further ana
not
be
so
And it could
onset
easy
been
in demand.
had
and
the
in
Stoneham
evidently
hunt
a
deer
from
building
hist week
nouncements later.
I a walkover with your Uncle Sam as it
Rev. C. A. Brooke was at Freeport
progress for some when discovered, so
He got two deer while there.
a
week to attend the funeral
vears' contract of the was with Spain. Has it been profitable that it had worked pretty well over the the first of the
The
twenty
investment in any way? Has it paid the
S. L Plummerand daughter Grace, ol
It was im- of a former parishioner.
in the partitions.
Our assortment is better than ever in the history of the
South Paris Village Corporation with
building
V. W. Hills has been on the sick list
Lovell, visited Mr. Plummer's daughter the Norway Water Co. expired Dec. 1st, first dividend? Would it not be an act of possible to save any of the stock in the
but has so far improved
to place the entire collateral on store. With the
Mrs. Fred Wiggin, over Sunday.
have the best line of footwear in this
store.
We
I and there is now no contract existing, wisdom
temperature several for some time
of business.
a teu cent counter or exchange it for old ■
below zero, it was exceedingly as to be at his place
degrees
J. S. Burbank and D. E. Dresser speu ί The committee of the corporation,
the
Oxford County Pomona will meet at
part of the State and all of our customers know that
has made a junk rather than shed another drop of bitter work fighting the fire, but fora few days deer hunting in Upton las C chosen for the purpose,
at Grange and Ryerit
defend
Jan.
to
1st,
blood
any
power
Norway,
against
wind
the
was
no
tunately there
Come here for your footwear
week.
is
They brought in a good doe statement of what was desired to
that covets It, or may covet it? It
As soon as the flre was discovered, the son Halls.
water company and asked for terms,
with six bullet holes in her.
of officers at Norway
; would seem so to any one who is not
election
' but no
The
hard
and
the
was
made
hall
what
has
been
will
find
Masonic
and
entered,
by
by
yet
reply
you want and save money.
you
; strenuous and not over-anxious that our work the charter and records of the Grange took place Saturday and resulted
A. E. Morse was in Boston last week
company.
[
M.issa
the
in
to
the
:
viz.
nation should be a world power,
and assisted
entertaining
lodge were saved. Some of the furnish- as follows,
Christmas in the air. and Christmas in extent of fighting for it. The weight
chusetts State Grange at its annual ses
Master—Elon Brown.
ings are also saved in a damaged conOverseer—Frank Towne.
sion by giving some of hie best readings .1 all the store windows. It is the Christ- that has been added to your uncle's tall dition. The hall was nicely furnished.
Lecturer—I na Plkp.
Per- frame
mas season, without any doubt.
may not prove to be good, bard, I After two or three hours of hard work
Kev. J. W. Cheebro, Rev. A. K. Bald
Chaplain—Leona Tubbs.
are puzzling what to give—that solid flesh, but bloat, and hence weak·
i
haps
you
to
Secretary—Mary Perry.
by the firemen, the fire was thought
win. Mrs. A. B. Wilson and Mrs. Grinii! is a
Treasurer—Arthur Cummlngs.
Per- be all
very common condition. There are ness and not health and strength.
out, and the apparatus was taken
Stuart are among those who visited tin in this issue of the Democrat several
Wood.
haps he is dropsical, but we hope not, off, a watch being left. A few houis Steward—Frank
Assistant Steward—Carl Brown.
Gipsy Smith evangelistic meetiugs ii I columns of Christmas advertising, and if surely.
Emma Swan.
fire
wan
S
the
A.
L.
that
was
discovered
later
it
Portland last week.
Ceres— Hattle Oxnard.
Those late chickens that should have
you will take heed to the suggestions I
working in the building adjoining the Pomona—Emma Towne.
A United States government tish eai which you tind there it may help you been put to rest as an act of mercy, one in which the blaze started.
This
Flora-A'gerCrooker.
out of the puzzle.
was attached to the up train Saturday
perhaps, fill the bars with clamor these building stood back farther from the Gate Keeper-Α. T. Crooker.
morning, and several hundred trout am 1 ί The Berean men's class has been zero days, but we heat a ten pound rock, street, but was connected with the other
A Sharpies Dairy Tubular Cream Separator has
The members of the Barton Reading
salmon were put off here to be taken t<
the wrap it in a bran sack, put it in place at the corner. It was occupied by the Club were with Mrs. W. P. Jones Thursdone work equal to 24 years in a 10-cow dairy
in two divisions at
organized
"all
hands
Stoneham.
let
them
and
the
dance,
around, ! harness store of Ε. H. Young and the
Here is
ponds in
without needing adjustment or repairs.
Methodist Sunday School. Senior dividay afternoon. Reading was from
and down the center." It takes only I shoe store of Ε. E. Randall. Another
the record:
The party who went to Albany dee r «ion. W. W. Payne teacher, officers as up
unj * iv»?
and
mornfive
about
declaminutes, night
I.200
At the annual sophomore prize
Hour· In use
I alarm was given and the firemen were
hunting returned home last week, p.»r t follows:
l,080.000
Pounds separated
ing, and our time isn't worth more than called out to take care of this second mations, University of Maine, Friday
Γ resident—De roy Wheeler.
of them early in the week and the res t
A
Turns of crank
now.
merciful
3.155.760
hen's
a sitting
*
r»rl'UB®·
brother
just
vice
PreeWent—1t»eo.
Frank
Barron,
ι blaze.
George
on Thursday.
evening,
They had a tirst-clas ·, Secretary and Treasurer—John small.
Turns
of
bowl
1,153,000,000
man is merciful to his chickens.
nls 3 quarts
When the first fire was in progress Mr. of Mrs. Koss Bickford, and a graduate
Oil used
Only
time, even though they got no deer.
1
We have been reading "Our Faithful !
About 4 minutes
Time oiling
Juniors, Rev. H. A. Clifford teacher.
Young's stock had most of it been car- of the high school, secured the first
r
None
Good
Chee
of
the
and
repairs
The January supper
Adjusting
Friend, the Dog," a library book. The I ried out, and was not returned, but he
President—Charles E. Merrill.
prize.
1
of
will occur Jan. 1st, New Year's Day !i Vice-President—U. Dana ïarnum.
human family is not in it with the dog in lost rnoRt oi nis toois ana nxiurea. an.
Every Tubular is just as durable, just as well
The Oxford County Association
!
and Treasurer—Merton Sumner.
the
farce
The
which
after
a
Paradise
If
there
isn't
at
faithfulness.
6:30,
made and just as economical aa that one.
Supper
Randall's stock was also removed, but Knight Templars will hold their annual
Correspon tin* Secretary-Merton Mtllett.
"Aunt Snsan," and the song and drill
for dogs over there we should like to rafter it
Tubular Is the only separator holding such a
that the fire would be Christmas ceremonies at Masonic Hall.
appeared
After the close of Mount Pleasaut know the reason why, except, perhaps,
"Shaking Quaker»," and the "Pastim }
record—the only separator that could stand such
controlled it was carried back. At the The annual election of officers will then
will be given
Rebekah Lo^ge Friday evening, those sheep dogs.
of the Μουη and Stars
a test.
Dairy Tubulars have waist Tow supply
second fire it was largely ruined by take place. The association by death
outside the lodge who assisted in the i
The book is mado up largely with water.
A sociable will follow.
cans—enclosed self-oiling gears—a simple bowl
has lost two members the past year,
the
in
I
recent fair of the lodge by playing
anecdotes of the faithful ones, life-savsuspended from a frictionless ball-bearing.
Although a portion of the walla of the Sanford H. Wolcott and George A. WilOn account of ill health, Kev. K. W 1
orchestra or taking part in the play, or ! saving dogs, broken-hearted dogs dying Forbusb store are
handle Tubulars and want to show you that they
standing, the de- son.
Pierce has given up his work a< janito
in
in
entertained
were
Como
in anv other way.
of grief for their masters, holding their struction was
increase dairy profits 25 to 100 per cent.
Frank Pottle has sold his Norway
practically the same as
for the high and grammar school build
the liait. An interesting programme of lives of no account in defence of their
when you can. Let me give you a catalog.
the loss on his stock was Lake place to Asa Frost, who recently
ings and Odd Fellows' Block. Georg 9 instrumental and vocal music and read- owners1 interest. Among the many we complete, and
on Pike Hill to Fryefarm
bis
Odd
Fel
entire.
at
his
takes
conveyed
P. Tucker
Maine.
place
iDgs wa^t nive», ice cream and cake were recall one from other similar ones. A
The estimates of damage on tbe sev- burg parties.
lows' Block, aud Mr. Littlehale, one c f
served, and some social g1*111*)* were battle was fought eomewhere in June. eral stocks of goods are: 0. M. For·
Creamery.
League
Oxford
the
of
}
County
the
The
Epworth
of
care
is
Manager
juniors
big
the students,
taking
eujoyed. The newly furnished hall is a The master was killed. The following bush, $8000; Ε. H. Young, $2,500; £. £. will give a supper and entertainment at
school building.
very attractive place, and an exceedingly ; winter the dog was found keeping guard > Randall, $2,000. AU have some insur- G. A. K. Hall Thursday evening, Dec.
The Universalis! Suuday School wil 1 pleasant affair was the verdict i»f all over his master's bones, himself already ance. Both buildings were owned bj 20th. A sale will offer all interested an
bave a supper for the Sunday Schoti 1 present.
I dead. There have been instances known the heirs of Moses Cross.
opportunity to purchase lots of useful
of dogs committing suicide, driven to it
Christmas eve in Good Cheer Hall
Additional evidence was furnished by things in the afternoon.
The following is the programme of
afte
G
P1
o'clock
at
Some- this fire of the value of Bethel's watei
loss and loneliness.
Supper will be served
The clerks1 association will give their
the music, t«> bo given at the morning I by grief,
I
human about that. Tou will find service. Several streams were used foi
which a Christmas ship will be launches ]
annual ball at the Opera House this seaservice at the Methodist church next thing
that
Christmas
of
in
almost
a proof of it
with a cargo
present;
every paper
hours, and they had all the force that son as usual. This time the surplus
Sunday:
comes along.
Aboard this ship the children will hav <
could be desired.
will be donated to the library associaGullmant
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a
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was
chang
Fred
exercises.
Mrs.
their
tion. The cause is a most generoue and
H> mu 107, Joy t > tl»e World.
INJUBED BY H U HNS.
Mountain Grange, bo we hear. Query:
from the usual tree autl it is hoped th 9 \ntbeni, Arise, Shine, for thy Llsrht le Come
one.
While the goods were being removed worthyParker
Response. oar Voices Now we Raise lu Prayer. Shall we, when addressing tho chair,
people will come and help make a merr |f I Solo,
The
Mlee Leach,
place at Steep Falls has
Hark' The Herald Angels,
there was an ex
the
from
store,
and
SisYoung
Brothers
Master,
Christmas for the children.
Blumenthal say: "Worthy
been
by W. E. Cooper of
organ Offertory, Me'o-ly,
purchased
not
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ter*"? Certainly. That is what she is, plosion from some cause
Ηνπιη 111, it Little Town of Bethlehem.
Buckfield.
The prize package business is stil ] 1'o-tiU'te, Gloria,
was
Mozart
severelj
ascertained. A. M. True
John.
and she will be a good one.
The Universalist Circle will give a
good here. It was related some week ft Mise Ilattlo Leach, soprano; Mrs. W. W.
burned about the face and arms by the
at Concert Hall Tuesday evening,
a silve r Stover, alto; Mr. Geo. I. liuruham. tenor; Mr.
supper
ad
ago how Mrs. R. N. Uall found
was
it
so
that
thought
explosion,
Baptist Quarterly Meeting.
l>ean. bass; Mise Sara Swett, violin;
the 18th.
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him
quarter in a package of pepper. A fei t Albert
to
to
take
vieable
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director.
Mrs. Geo. I Burnham, organist an«l
The quarterly meeting of the Oxford
Kev. S. G. Davis started for home on
days since Mrs. H. L. Uebbard found 4
next morning. Will Pool was also bad
the 8th. He has been in
u
All members of Mizpah Assembly are Baptist Association will be held on Dec.
We have a fine line of Flecce Down for Kimobright silver quarter in a package 1
and Frank Robinson was cul Saturday,
burned,
ly
19th and 20th with the Norway Baptist
Tampa, Fla., for several weeks.
face.
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cooking soda. They weren't advertise* 1 requested to be present next Thursday
about
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nos, Bath Robes, &c., &c.
"no
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It has been arranged to sound
either case, bu I evening as a large amount of business church. The following programme has
as prize packages iu
Mr. Pool is recovering, and it is hoped
alarm at 7:55 and 11:45 a. m.
school"
would preveul ! must be a'tended to. The affairs of been arranged:
laws
the
be
will
lottery
perhaps
that Mr. Robertson's sight
New Silkolines,
Tickings, Denims, &c.,
1
as
WKUNKSUAT.
Mrs. H. L. Horne Is rehearsing a
At any rate, there is nothing in the pur ρ the lodge will be brought to a close
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to repeat the 91st Psalm, which
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insurance
Most of the
Crockett,
will U r20 PcvuiloD.tl service, Dea Geo.
was given with such marked success
I be received. All persons in arreas
money into any sort of a package.
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agency of W. J. Wheeler & Co. of Soutl last
to give it
! kindly pay up as the books, etc., must 3 :45 Christian culture In the home.
year. Mrs. Horne expects
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matter
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attending
during
Be*. A. G. Warner.
y
Mason Manufacturing Co.
with other Christmas music.
Officers for the new 3:45 Prayer service,
soon as possible.
Rev. K. S. Cotton.
Ε. H. Young at once moved his stocl
7 JO Praise service,
burned last Monday afternoon. A raeti ,1
a large attendance at the
nomibe
was
There
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Howes.
Rev.
If.
S.
8.00 Sermon,
order—Pythian
of harnesses into the brick block, anc
Satin Ribbon from 3 to S cents per
tank which had contained linseed ο
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nated and arrangements made to enterBaptist church Sunday evening at the
nonanAT.
continues in business.
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besides our large regular line and the
It was a great credit to
concert.
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Grand Officers who will come to 9:90 Devotional service, ....Rro. C. H. Prince
tain
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ι
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The fire was the worst one
men bad used some naphtha about cleat
those who have worked so industriously
ribbons now so necessiry for the Xmas time.
Symposium on means of soul winning.
effect the change in the order.
had in years.
10:00 (a) Preaching, ..Rev. A. R. Crane, D. D
ing it. Mr. Scott came along with
to present it and was a great success.
B.
O.
Rev.
Taylor.
As next Sunday will be Christmas 10:30 (b) Workers,
lantern in his band, and not knowin „,
A Fragment.
New Outings
Rev. W. II. Rice.
New Prints, New
will 10 .-40 (c) Prayer,
what they had done, swung his lanter 11 Sunday the following programme
Style and American Dressmaker is
U .Ό0 (tl) Special efforts by the pastor,
Life Is a dull and weary round,
New Percales for the more nccessary artiand
this month. We have
Rev. W. D. Athearn
attractive
inside the tank to see if it had bee D ; be given at the First Congregational
very
an
sound,
fevered
It·
joy» empty
churcj in Ibis village, at the régulai 1130 (e) Special efforts by exchange.
cles so many of us
If these are all. 'tis little worth
cleaned. One of the men standing net
just received the January number. Ona
Rev. B. S. Cotton.
To breathe God's air aad walk God's earU
saw what he was doing and shouted
morning service. The male quartette 11:40 (f) Special efforts by evangelists.
the cover is a pretty girl who wears
Sue
Miss
from
tt
assisted
to
is
will
be
Rev. M. S. Howes
choir
by
stop
Faith sits apart with broken wing,
reproduced
stunning hat which
him, but was not in time
Look for our next if you would like to know
She cannot soar, she cannot sing,
1:30 Praise service.
Wheeler:
one of the latest Paris models.
buret of flame which naturally followe*
what we have
And here beside the sunset door
8 «0 Reports of committees.
Mesbeautiful
an
the
are
from
was
as
burned,
face
nsual,
The designs,
Mr. Scott's
badly
Prelude, Pastor»! Symphony
UntlnUbed business.
My spirit cons life's lessons o'er,
Handel
Path
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follow.
to
to
H.
Clark
and
the
W.
Rev.
is
Sermon
and
3:15
it
consequences
thought
practical
Hande
easy
Yours
Recitative, "There Were ^heuhenU,"
Review· the past with fond regret,
serious if he lia
terns may be procured for every design
Arranged
eyes would have been
And wonders If she loves me yet,
"And Lo! The Ansel of the Lord,"
useful
contains
text
many
His wounds wei
can
Miss Wheeler.
none
tell,
The
which
of
that
shown.
And
asks
not worn glasses.
Pardoned.
Ephraim Oilman
What of the place where angels dwell?
Quartette. " "And the Angel Said Unto
dressed, and he is doing well, but will I
suggestions and much that is of interest
Brlggf
At the regular session of the governoi
Them
"
to every woman.
confined to the house for a few days.
Wltli
The questions go; no answers come;
Was
There
Recitative, And Suddenly
and council last week, a pardon wai
dumb.
Is
and
Heaven
The aoor Is locked
Brlgga
the Auge I*,"
The professional services of Miss
And yet there Is enough revealed
For all the members, friends and a
Μ ι■«» W heeler.
granted to Ephraim Gilman, a life conRussell are offered free to every subTo quicken trust for whst's concealed.
Quartette, "Hozanoah In the ll!ghe»t," Gouro* vict in the state prison. Gilman waj
quaintances of the W. C. T. U.« bi
scriber. Miss Russell knows where to
Kcsponslve reading of Psalm.
convicted of the murder of Mrs. Harriet!
Poor heart! No longer speculate,
especially for all the young people,
Congregation and choir
Gloria Patrl,
buy those "hard to find" novelties in
wait.
little
ha«
a
in
and
But
T.
U.
longer
the
W.
C.
just
which
of
1861,
B. Swan
the reception
Fryeburg
Notices.
John.
trimmings and ornaments and embroidA
1S63.
since
on the evening of Thur
hold
the
in
hearing
to
lesson.
been
prison
Scripture
planning
eries. She will match samples and give
Stearni 1
and Best,"
at
th<
was
the Dem
"Brightest
Selection,
given
following
the
on
27,
December
petition
pardon
A TEXAS WONDER.
day,
advice free.
Prayer.
whet
The reception cot
rest medal contest.
Brlggi November session of the council,
Song, "Still was the Night."
There's a Bill at Bowie, Texas, that'
Subscription price $1.00 a year. Send
Mlae Wheeler.
Gilman was represented by Hon. Josept
mittee is made up of the younger m«n
wonde
twice as big as last year. This
your name and address for a free sample
Offertory.
E. Moore of Thomaston. Residents ol
bers of the union, while the other cor
of
Dressfrom
a
is W. D. Hill, who
weight
copy to "Style and American
Hymn. "Joy to the World.'
or any otbei
mittee* are "sons and daughters" of tl
Fryeburg and relatives of Mrs. Swan pounds has grown to over 180. He says maker," 24-20 East 21st St., New York
If you want to SELL your FARM, WOOD or TIMBER LOT,
Sermon.
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names
of
tl
are
the
The
the pardon.
testimony
Following
union
opposed
an<
to BUY an;
want
or
a
terrible
with
of
Maine,
cough,
City.
kind of REAL ESTATE, situated within the State
Special gospel meetings have been helc the prison officials was that Gilman bat I "I'suffered me
committees:
doctors gave
αρ to die of Consump
church
evening
every
at-the
Universalist
the
and
It
costs
UaMwi
behaved
nothing.
K.
a
well
A.
been
buyer
perfectl; tion. I was reduced to 00 pouods, whei
Reception Committee—Mrs.
always
OUTWITS THE SURGEON.
kind of REAL ESTATE, I can fill your requirements.
The speaker ot ι
for the past week.
Mr·. J. W. Chest ro. Mr». H. A. Clifford, M
prisoner.
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save
can
female
New
I
troubles,
Ml··
money.
of
Jeei
Dr.
Maurice
Disoover;
you
Mr·.
I began taking
A complication
Noyea.
King's
Κ Ο Τ»ν lor.
It costs the seller nothing unless I sell your property.
Monday evening was Rev. Miss Macduf
Gilman has returned to Denmark
Tolm n. Ml·· Mau.t Seweli. MU* Isabel Moru n
with catarrh of the stomach and bowels,
of West Paris. For ".he rost of the weel where he formerly lived, and where h< [ for Consumption, Coughs and Coldi
Mtes
>eMe-sckac
Swett.
β,
;
Sara
full
Miss
Mu«to—
and I will give you
particulars.
Now, after taking 12 oottles, I hav bad reduced Mra. Tbos. S. Austin, &1 Write or telephone me
the serv ces have been in charge of Rev
Ml·· Lllla Farrar, Ml to Ida Deal, Mtes tin
expects hereafter to make his home.
more than doubled .in weight and ar
Leavenworth, Ind., to such a deplorable
H. H. Hoyt of Hiram, state superintend
Kti
Clifford,
ent of the Universalist chnrohes ο
completely cured." Only sure Congl condition, that her doctor advised ac
The New Deputy Sheriffs.
Crockett. Leon* Jttuart. Cor» Wight, tier·
and Cold cure. Guaranteed by F. A
Maine. Mr. Hoyt's addresses have beet
operation; but her husband fearing fatal
Clifford, Dana raruum. Myr«n Farnum. Merl
1
hai
Hubbard
R.
Hiram
& Co., druggists. Price 50 eti
am I
Sheriff-eleot
Sburtleff
in
their
direct
and
results, postponed this to try Electric
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Milled, Josephine Lole, Kva Swett.
practical
all his hearers by hii ι made the following appointments ο and 11.00. Trial bottle free.
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Bitter·; and to the amazement of all
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impressed
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Bapti
—'
The annual roll call of
who knew her, this medicine complete!)
and thorough consecratioi ι deputy sheriffs who will serve under bin ι
earnestness
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in
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Oxford, Maine.
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church was held
Dennis Brennan, a laboring man abou cured her. Guaranteed cure for torpid
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35 years of age, attempted to comml t
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disease,
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A.
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liver, kidney
pastor of the church,
tended by about all the resident mei
suicide Monday by cutting his thros dice, chills and fever, general debility,
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and blood poisoning. Best
forter.
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nervousness
of
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Weeks,
Norway
George
Rev. S. G. Davis
There was then
was served at 6:45.
Harris L. BlUott, Rumford Falls.
attempts were not fully auoceseful, am tonic made Price50 cents at F. A. Shurtversalist church have at different time i
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Ε ben A. Poor, Romford Falls.
had
He
social hour, and later in the evening,
recover.
will
he
probably
leff Λ Co.'a drag store. Try it.
assisted in the service·. A chorus choii
Prank A. Perkins, Mexico.
the course of the programme, there w
a hard drinker, but had stopped drinl
William A. Blcknell, Norway.
has sung at each meeting, and Mrs. Hoyt
a duet by Messrs. Haskell and Chesbi
some two weeks before
Stoneham.
M.
suddenly
J.
Bartlett,
ing
M«thw Graj'i SwMt Powdtn for CKIMtm,
I am selling the celebrated Clark Heaters from $1.75
who has been with Mr. Hoyt her
and songs by Mrs. M. L. Noyes and Mi
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best seller is a
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those
through
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NEW CURE FOR EPILEPSY.
coal for the heaters for 75 cents a
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responded to their names, and there we
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servie*
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have (Men good. At
a few letters from abeeut membei
J. B. Waterman, orWatertown, Ο
The heaters are a great comfort for those who
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Letter· were also read from Rev. J.
The storm of the first of last week de Rural free delivery, writes: "My dangl druggists,
and it wa ι
from
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number
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and
Re
Rev.
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Mayo
s
Cochrane,
ride in the cold.
tha t layed the steamer Manhattan of thi > ter, affiioted for years with epilepsy, wa
necessary to throw open the vestry,
T. J. Ratnsdell, former pastors. Sup<
she wa ι cared by Dr. King's New Life Pill· ι.
and the body of the church being fillet I Maine Steamship Co., so that
Break fa Hew IkNi
To
in tendent Heory Fletcher spoke in b
ο
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over
for
Into Portland She has not had an attaok
a
Va** Vau a nAwHav
Té nPA
to about their full seating capacity. Mi forty-eight hours late
half of the Sunday School, Mrs. F.
apparatus refuse* i years." Best body cleansers and lif
Hoyt's address at this service was to th > Her wireless telegraph
A
at
F.
25o
Taylor Cor the Christian Endeavor S
on
earth.
to work, and for some time there wa ι giving tonic pills
young men, and was a very plain, prac
Norway, Maine.
clety, and Deacon Geo. B. Crockett ι
I Short!eff Λ Co., druggists.
; considerable anxiety for her safety.
tical and wholesome talk.
gardlng the history of the church.
Mr. and Mrs. George Π. Cumraings ο
Win
Mechanic Falls were guests at

Gifts
For
Men
At Our
Stores

Live bait for ice fishing in any

The annual meeting of the Norway
Board of Trade was held at Engine

reports

Useful
Xmas

Live Bait For Sale.

ance.

year.
The following artists will appear in
the Tower concert Jan. 17tb, viz.: Mrs.
Johnson, soprano;
Annie Hamilton
Bruce Reynolds, violinist; Llewellyn B.
J.
Burrell, reciter; F.
Cain, bass; Percy
E. Tower, tenor, and Karl Lester Tower,

Berkshire Boar, jusi

Married.

Village schools commenced the winter
on Monday with a full attend-

They
the village buildings.
ing
view every furnace and heating plant in
the corporation at this season of the

For Service

JACKSON,

I session

over

daytime.

good

Noyej

For

at Elm

A right
Bethel, Dec. 1, to the wife of Charles
Valentine, a daughter.
size. Service fee $1.00
In Bethel, Dec. 8, to the wife of Clifford L. the right
Merrill, a son.
A. K.
In Greenwood, Dec. 10, to the wife of Fred
Cole, a daughter.
South Paris, Me.
In West Paris. Dec. S, to the wife of Oscar A.
Kimball, a daughter.
In Raverhlll, Not. 25, to the wife of John J.
Hayden, a daughter.
In Buckfleld, Dec. 10, to the wife of M. B.
Bennett, a daughter.
In Rumford rails, Dec. 4, to the wife of A.
Goodwin, a daughter.

_

The Norway Public Library was opened after a two week»' vacation on Saturday morning.
The heavy fall of enow made business
for the roof cleaners. The snow from
removed bemany buildings must be
cause of the freezing at the eaves and
the water running back under the shingles into the buildings.
Fire inspectors of buildings, M. M.
Fuller and Geo. F. Hathaway, are look-

as

In West

Evenlnjr

May,
September.

ing

Born.

F. Λ A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge
on oi
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter
So. 89, assembles Wednesday Ersnlng. on οι
before full moon. Oxford Counoll, R- A.8. M.
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lolge
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening aftei
full moon.
I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meetlni
In Odd Follows' Half, every Tueeday Bvenine
Odd
Wlldey Encampment. No. 21, meets In Even
Fellows'Ha l, second and fourth Friday
Rcbekah
Lodge
Inge of each month. Mt. Hope
No. &*, meets on flrtt and third Friday of eact
month.
K.of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
every Thursilav Evening. U. R., A. O.
Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of eact
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33. P. S., second
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
fourth Saturdays of each month at Orange Hall.
O. A.R
Hairy Rust Post, No. 54, meets Id
New O. A. R. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening
of eacb month.
W. R.C.—Meets In New O. A.R. Hall, Mon

month.
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247,
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings ol
each month
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets In Ryerson hall, every Thursday evening, September to
first and third Thursday evenings, May to

House, Norway
Thursday, Dec. 13th. Hours, 10:3c
a. m. to 8 p. m. Eyes examined fret
and glasses fitted as well in the even

And "Crosby pays the freight."

STATED MKKTIKOS.

day evening.
Ν. K. O. P.—Lakeelde Lodge, No. 177, meets In
Now U. A.R. Hall, on the Orel and third Wed.
nesday evenings of each month.
Ο U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. nail every Tuesday
evening.
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 193, meets
second ami fourth Wednesday evenings of each

Oculist

Will be

hardly

you.

Tenney,

Come to

•hall We Tan Tear Hldsl
realise· the
The avenge Stock Rtlaer
▼aloe of cow, steer and hone hides when converted Into far coats, robes and rags. Gel the
new Illustrated catalog of the Crosby Frisian Far
Co., Rochester, Ν. Y. It will be a revelation to

accompanist.
LODGl

Dr. Austin

LONG TENNESSEE FIGHT.
twenty yean W. L. Bawls, of
Bells, Tenu., fought nasal catarrh. He
CHUXCHKS.
writes: "The swelling and soreness inside
Second Congregational Church, Re?. B. 8
nose was fearful, till I began applyRldeout, Pa»tor. Preaching «eirlce Sunday ! my
S
P.
Y.
1030 A. M.; Sabbath 8chool,12:00M.;
ing Backlen's Arnica Salve to the sore
C. K., finmlav Evening, 6:30 P. M.; Social Meet surface; this caused the soreness and
Ing, 7 Ό0 P. M ; regular weekly Prayer Meeting
swelling to disappear, never to return."
■>·«.
»... ». ».
Beet salve in existence. 25c. at F. ▲.
atlO®
Pastor. Preaching service on SuniUy
Shnrtleff Λ Co., druggists.
A. M. Sabbath School, 12Λ0; Y. P.C. U. meet

NOBWAY.

The Brown-Tall Pest to Here.

Mrs. Alton Wheeler spent a few day I NESTS OF THE MOTH FOUND IN PAHII
people in Auburn last week.
FULLY IDENTIFIED.

Mn». W. H. Doten was called to Bethe
last week by the death of her father, Mi
Charles Merrill.

evening.

H. P. Dennison of West Bethel
a day or two last week.

with her

surveying trip.

Klret Congregational Church, Rev. A. K. Ba
win. Pastor.
Preaching service. 10:45 A. 1
Sunday School 14 R.; Vespers 4 30 P. M ; V
S. C. Κ. β <0Ρ R ; Church prayer meeting »\ «
uesday evenln* at 7: 0 o'clock. All, not oth<
w)«e 'OMitlwl, are cordially Invited.
Methodist Church, Rev Η. Λ. Clifford. Paati
On Sun«l*v. morning prayer meeting 3 30 A.
Sch<
preaching' service 10:45 a. R.; Sabbath
12 M.; Epworth League Meeting 6 15 p. 1
evening prayer meeting ; λιο p. R.; prayer me
Idx Tuesday evening, class meeting, rrld.

Open

H ay nee.

Alton Wheeler and W. U. Jenne spen
several days in Redding last week on

cherches.

The deer are safe again.
ended Saturday.

Μη. F. S. Jackson is visited by ha rl
brother, Mr. Frank, from Montana.

Harrv M. Wheeler, principal of Cari
bou nigh School, is at his home herefo
the vacation.

Commencing Sept. *>, 19t«,
TRAINS

Private skating rink Friday evening.
Mrs. Mary Newell of Sumner ia th
winter guest of her daughter, Mrs. J. I

REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD

invite you to

One Price
J

Clothier,

!.

1

^ttofreehmenls—Msnruerice

HAZEN'S FARM AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY,

I

CLARK'S SLEIGH HEATERS.

■

My
prepared

». «

■

I

good

JAMES N. FAVOR, ΜΛΜΤ"
OlMalnSt.,

Useful Xmas Presents.
Gold Mounted
and

Eye

Spectacles

Glasses.

FITTED and WARRANTED by

S. RICHARDS,

Optician,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

Coats and Suits.

Handkerchiefs.

PIANOS.

No more awful or acceptable present
oould 70a give any friend or relative
than handkerchief·.

Lauter Player Piano,
Th»e Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The
are sold for just as low
and
instruments,
No. aWv-Hid*w Word Squmro.
first
all
are
class, high grade
Also I have Once a prosperous man, the tramp
instrument.
as they can be told for the quality of the
money
Prices as he walks along gaies toward the
on hand.
several medium grade pianos. A large stock always
lone beech on the far distant hillside
will try and interest you in and thinks bow happy he should bo
low, terms easy. Send for catalogue and we
eould he bat own all these broad, ferthe best pianos that are on the market.
tile fields.

W. J*. Wheeler db Co.,

ft a. STO^-UlMtr«l«4 Primal Acroaitlo.
I

cam-

pictured and

ill oar SUITS, COATS and RAIN
COATS are marked down to a great
discount.

TWO DOZ. STYLES of fine cambric,
lace insertion, embroidered and hem-

The cold season has scarcely begun,
there i> yet a long winter before ui,
ao the wiae will take advantage of thii

THREE DOZ. STYLES of good
lace hemmed,
drawn work, 5c.

bric, plain,

med,

25 STYLES in all the patterns you can
imagine; these, all linen, 25c.

There is not

gift than

quantity desired.

In any

CAR LOAD LOTS

a

Furs.
a

desirable Xmas

more

fur scarf or muff.

Isabella and Sable Fox Scarf from 95.00
to $20; Opossum, $4.50 to $9.00; Blended Mnskrat, $2.75 to $8.00; Japanese
Mink, $9.00; Gray Squirrel, $4 98;
Blue Wolf, $9.00; Cony, $2 75, $4.50.
CHILDREN'S FUR SETS in many different kinds from $1.25 to $5.98.

A|SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

ΚΓ. SC.

JBHRZ<XN AND OORHAM,

Paroid

Parnld Lasts Longest
Lou
Paroid

o

Uecauie it is made of the beet felt—made in our v··
Υ o.*<o lot of Γατυύΐ; open it; inother manufacturer· buy
in 1817);
l-Mai'UNICU U1
nil I.s established
loit/i UU1CI
mills
sect it: apply it to your poof,
their felt outside and suuply saturate and coat it.
Because it is
sua :ί 'Ji- η you are not satisfied
(not dipped) in a saturating
liiat you luive the best ready roofing
compound which makee it water proof in every fibre.
Because it is coated on both aide· with thesfron^mf,
ma île, send us your name and adthickest, suuMjthett. tuuqheat, mult flexible coating
d.tss. au J we will seed you a chick
Don't take our word akm
> nan y reuu y roofing.
used
f ir the full oxst of the roofing infor it. Compure l*aroid with any other. Ton can see
cluding the cost of applying it.
and feel the difference. Paroid doea not break or
crack ia the coldest w. at her or run in hot weather.
Because it is applied with our patented square,
not rust, work loo··
rust proof cap:*—water proofed on botk side·— the only caps that will
and cause leaks.
It lasts
These are some of the reasons why we can give Paroid so strong a guaranty—wAy
and farmers everywhere.
so long—why it is so largely used by the U. S. Gov't, railways, factories
guaranty.
All we ask is that you try it, on our
and prices.
If your dealer cannot supply you, don't take a substitute but send for impies

BL

money-back

BUILDING PLANS FREE

plans for Practical Farm Buildings.

S. P. MAXIM &

Better

Quinine
in Two.
JSe,

MOSES

District Mgr
Norway, Maine.

,|

A. W. WALKER & SON,

broken

vour
J

or

Records,

They are worth 25
exchange plan.

cents

each

on

A vision or a dream.
And very seldom. If at all.
lias my whole form been

No. aT».—Problem.

Half the chapters of a certain book
contain twenty-live pages each, onethird contain forty pages, and the remaining chapters contain fifty, fifty

leave like.
β. From the uame of a Scotch shepherd dog behead three letters and
leave a falsehood.
7. From the name of a fierce dog of
India behead one letter and leave an

opening.

No. 3T8—A Stan Poule.
L A man that conducts.
2. A man that Is a Chinese public
officer.
3. A man that Is a turner's instrument.

Sing Slug;.

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

Kr>

Sour

Stomach
*

No

appadts,

loss of

IF IT IS AN

tide wait for no man.
Beheaded Rhymes: Spin,
No. 304.
pin. In; charmed, harmed, armed.
No. 303.—Jumbled Animais: 1. Elephant. 2. Tiger. 8. Monkey. 4. Rabbit.
8. Weasel. 0. Camel. 7. Alligator. 8.

•wfeoky."

Sold

"You blow it to

by F. A. Shartleff à Co.

Clerk'· Office, 8up. Jad. Court.
Herts, Me.. Not. 19, 1906.
The follow! ok liquor esse· not previously reA most useful, hand- ported were not proe'd st the October term of
this court :
and
some
satisfactory
Mate Te. Hrnry M Don^u, common seller.
State τ». l'rentl*· Fogg, slagle sale.
pit·
.state *a. John Wlakont, applt, S caaee, alngle
OXFORD, es

of

pleasure.

State

sale.
vito sinopole,

τ»,

klrs.

va.

ο

Satisfac-

County Bonds,
'

Water Bonds.

PERFECT SECTJEITY AMD GOOD
BATES OF IETEEE8T.
FOR SALE BY

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish!; Norway

National Bank
—

ΟΡ-

E.
β

W. CHANDLER,

Malao.

ΙΑ

GRBB
8

LAND
4

SOT.
Rhyming Ships: 1. Dot.
yacht. 2. Dark, bark.
No. 308.- Shelling Corn: 1. Silk. 2.
Kernel (colonel i. 3. Comet. 4. Capri7.
6. Unicorn.
5. Corncob.
corn.
Acorn. 8. Cornucopia. 9. Corneous.
—

10. Coru-flag.

For chapped and cracked hand· nothing is quite aa good as an application of

day."

Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup, the new
Laxative stimulates, but does not irritate. It ia the beat Laxative. Guaranteed or your money back. P. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Jonca (to next door η tighbor)—I don't
like to mention it, but I fear your
daughter ia taking elocution leasons.
Smith (hotly)—Certainly she is. What
of it?
Jonee (hurriedly)—Ob, nothing, only

I thought I would break the

Citly

as

possible,

orant of the fact

new· a·

in caae yon

were

A QUARANTE ED CURB FOR PILES.

Itehiag, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding
Druggists are authorized tore-

fond money If Paso Ointment fail· to
cure

Lot

in 5 to 14

day·.

60 cent·.

Shirt Waists.

new

Norway,

to.

Job·
No

edge, 31x15,

$1.49, $1.98, $2.98.

Shawls.

Dress Goods.

on

topics of Interest to the ladle·
Editor Homkiiakicrs

A(lilr»-ee:

Column, Oiford Democrat, South i'arlt, Me.

Fish Dainties for Entertainments.
One of the most difficult tasks of the

Oyster

and

who entertains Id a simple way
is to decide what to serve at the various
card
supper parties, luncheons, evening
followparties, etc., of the winter. The dainties
ing recipes for oyster and dab
certainly AU a long-felt want as most of
the dishes are novel as well as appetizing
and are notât all extravagant to make:
woman

LA

per, and add three cooked potatoes cut
in small pieces. Sprinkle these ingredients with some lemon juice and pour
tie
over them a sauce made as follows,
careful to put in the Ingredients in the
order in which they are given: First put
the yolks of two raw eggs in a dish and
pour in oil very slowly, stirriDg gently
until it thickens, then add two saltupoonfuls of salt, one spoonful of mixed mustard, a good sprinkling of pepper, a dessertspoonful of sugar, one tablespoonful
of tarragon vinegar and two tablespoon·
fuis of thick cream. Serve with lettuce
and tomatoes.
CELERIED

This is a very

OYSTKKS.

good recipe

for the

Drain the juice from one
quart of oysters, put in the pan a lump

chafing dish.

of butter and a small cup of rich milk;
Slightly brown in a saucepan one small when this becomes hot add the oysters,
cut up onion with a little butter. If you and a large cupful of chopped celery.
have a little clear meat gravy add it to Serve these on hot toast.
tbe onion and enough flour to make tbb
A LOAF.
OYSTERS IN
consistency of cream, add one bay leaf,
of stale bread,
loaf
thin
a
Take
as
much
half
of
long,
salt,
one aaltspoonful
of celery cut a deep slice from the top and scoop
pepper, also one aaltspoonful
seed. Let this come to a boll, then sim- out the soft part from the inside, which
Fill this
a
wall all around.
mer gently for ten minutes, strain and leaves
them with a
add half a pound of fresh mushrooms, cavity with oysters, season
little salt, pepper and tomato catsup,
or one can of mushrooms if you have no very
of butter over
fresh ones; simmer ten minutes longer. put plenty of little pieces
the slice of crust.
If you bave a boiled lobster cut it up in the top and replace
a biscuit tin and pour over
good-sized pieces (or canned lobster will Put this intwo
of the oyster
do;, put it into the sauce, cover the pan the luaf Have epoonfuls
a brisk oven and bake
closely and stand it over hot water for liquor.
to twenty-five minutes,
ten minutes. Fill pate sheila with this, from twenty
basting with some of the oyster liquor
place on toast and serve.
time.
Servo very hot.
to
from time
LOBSTER CHOPS.
This is exceedingly nice prepared in inCut half a pound of boiled lobster into dividual
rolls, serving one to each
small pieces. Put about two ounces of person.
butter in a pan and when it bubbles
OYSTER SALAD.
sprinkle in one tablespoonful ofofdour,
Heat one quart of oysters in their own
boilcook it and tben pour in a cupful
to the boiling point, drain them
ing cream and the cut-up lobster. Stir liquor
made as follows:
it until it is boiling hot, take from the and mix with dressing
well beaten eggs add one gill of
(ire, and when slightly cooled stir in the To fourone
teaspoonful of mustard, one
beaten yolks of three eggs, a very little cream,
of cayenne teaspoonful of salt, a pinch of cayenne
grated nutmeg, aUo a mite
Put on the fire pepper, two tablespoonfuls of butter
pepper, and salt to ta9te.
and a gill of vinegar. Put this in a
again just long enough to set the eggs.
and when it becomes
Turn the mixture out on a buttered plat- double boiler,
When cold, form Into chops about heated, cook about five minutes, stirring
ter.
will
then be of the conit
the
all
end.
time;
half an inch thick, pointed at one
When the
of soft custard.
Dip them in bread crumbs and egg and sistencyand
claw oysters
dressing are mixed together,
fry in boiling lard. Stick a lobster
cold place. When ready
into the end of each chop after it is cook- put them in a
one pint of
od. Decorate the dish by putting the to serve, mix with them
tail of the lobster in the center with the crisp, whito celery chopped fine.
head and long horns on the tail aud the
PANNED OY8TKRS.
chops arranged around the dish.
Take the oysters, one pint, from the
UROILED LOBSTER.
liquor and strain it. Put one tableTo prepare this delicacy it is necessary spoonful of butter in a pan and as soon
to have a live lobster. In order to kill, as melted add the oysters, shaking them
to absorb the butter,
the tish at once insert a sharp knife into about a moment
its back between the body and tail shells, dredgo immediately with one teaspoonsome pepper, salt and a litsevering tbe spinal cord. Split the shell ful of flour,
and
the entire length of the back, remove the tle mace, add tbe strained liquor
stomach and the long vein, which is the half α teaspoonful of lemon juice. Shako
intestinal caual, crack the large claws or stir until the edges curl, then serve
and lay the Qsh as Hat as possible. Brush on buttered toast.
it over with melted butter, seaeon with
SALMON SOUFFLES.
salt and pepper, place on a broiler with
Pound to paste half a pound of cooked
broil
and
down
side
slowly
flesh
the
then add the yolks of two harduntil a delicate brown. Twenty minutes saltnou,
boiled eggs, and also tbe whites after
is usually enough. Turn over the broila sieve.
minutes longer. chopping and rubbing through
er and cook for ten
Now add a little salt and pinch of cayenne
Serve hot with melted butter. This is
Dissolve a quarter ounce of
considered a great delicacy by lovers of pepper.
gelatine and add to the rest. Mix very
this shell fish.
thoroughly and heat through, and when
LOBSTER SALAD.
cold mix in a half pint of whipped
Pin narrow stripe of paper
This is very simple aud easily made. cream.
Either cauned or freahly boiled lobster round the top of some small souftle
all
fill
these an inch or so above tbe
or
cut
cases,
can be used.
finely
Chop up
the meat, reserving the coral for decora- edge with the mixture. Decorate with
tion. Spread on lettuce leaves and cover hard-boiled egg and chopped watercress.
Set on ice until served, and then carewith a rich mayonnaise dressing.
fully remove the papers.—Ex.
LOBSTER

A

SCALLOP

ROUEN.

SALAD.

Put one pint of scallops into a saucefor
pan of salted water and cook slowly
Rinse in cold water and again
an hour.
boil slowly for twenty minute·, then
plunge in cold water, drain and cut in
slices, mixing with tbe same quantity of
chopped celery. Put in salad bowl and
Oarncover with mayonnaise dressing.
celery
ish with slices of lemon and
leaves.

PASSED EXAMINATION
FULLY.

PASTIES.

E. C. DeWitt & Co., of Chicago,
flab, like
Take one pound
Kodol la prepared,
whose
halibut, oodflsh or haddook, free it of ι assures laboratory
us that this remarkable dlgestant
skin and bone and pound or mash it up,
corrective for tbe stomach conforma
with two tablespoonful· of butter and and
to all provisions of the National
fally
crumbs.
of
bread
amount
aame
the
Food and Drag Law. The Kodol
When reduced to a paste, add two well·! Pare
is a very large one, bat if all
beaten eggs, salt and cayenne to taste. : laboratory
from indigestion and atom·
Blend thoroughly and make into little the sufferers
aoh troubles could know the virtues of
pats about half an inch thick. Dip Into Kodol It woald be impossible for the
egg and cracker crumb* and fry a golden manufacturers to
keep up with the debrown. Place between square· of pasmand. Kodol is sold here by F. A.
try which ha· been baked. A star of Shortlefl A Co.
on
be
cream
may

plaoed

of the

one

on side,
latest, 50c., 91-00, $1.25.

SCHOOL BAGS of green felt, two eizei,
draws up at top with heavy black
tape, 25c. and 50c.

gifts,

BURNT WOOD NOVELTIES. These
are really wood colored card board
burned In several design*. This lot

top.

Take two cupful· of oooked fish, half
Of course yon pay your money,
in ounce of horseradish, and one chopBut you get your money'· worth,
ped, oooked onion, also a quarter of a
For what doe· money mean to yon
or If yon eannot
When Rooky Mountain Taa'a on earth? dice of freah cucumber,
let that, aie a little ohopped green pap·
Mût*. 9. A. Sfcortleff * Co.

ribbon, 08c.

Neckwear.
Very large

line of tlie prettiest sty lea
one in pretty box.
These are mostly made over foundation*
and
of cbifïon
ribbon, 25c., 50c., "5c. and

INITIAL PILLOW TOPS,

thing

out in this

line,

very

91.00.

the latest

pretty,

Combs and Pins

50c.

HEAD RESTS make the chair easy and
ornamental, very pretty, 50c.

White

ivrpi"" Street,
Maine,

Norway,
CAN YOU BELIEVE YOUR SENSES?
When two of them, taete and smell,
de·
having been impaired if not utterly restroy^, by Nasal Catarrh, are fully
stored by Ely's Cream Balm, can you
doubt that this remedy deserves all that
has been said of it by the thousands
wbom it has cured? It is applied directly to the affected air passages and begins
Why not got
its healing work at once
it to-day? All druggists or mailed by
Ely Bros., 50 Warren Street, New York,

receipt of

on

50 cent·.

It is a mistake to nae a violent cathartic to open the bowels. A gentle movement will accomplish the same results
without causing distress or serious consequences later. DeWitt'a Little Early
Risers are recommended. Sold by F. A.
Shurtleff & Co.

"Remember," said the melodramatic
man, "there are things in this life that
money cannot buy."
"Yes," answered the impecunious person, wearily, "but I bad enough of them
lung ago. Wbat I want now is a change."

Major Blublud—Well, suh, and what
Lover
your habite, suh? Daughter'·
—Well, major, I gamble occasionally,
play the races and drink whiskey. Major
bad

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings «i

High

Grade Portrait Work

Sepia and Oil specialty.

snapped

L. M. TUFS,
PARIS.

A LOW PRICE

Wool

Open

Very Severe

of your eystem.
at
opens the bowels and
the same lime allays the inflammation of
Contains
membranes.
the mucous
Honey and Tar. Drives out the cold
and stops the cough. Absolutely free
Conform· to the
from any opiates.
National Pure Food and Drug Law.
Pleasant to take. Sold by F. A. Shurt-

Cough Syrup

lefl A Co.

Mrs. Nulywed—Do you know what
I've cooked for you to-day, dearest?

Nulywed—No, do jou?

NOTICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS.
that
are pleased to announce

We

Foley's Honoy and Tar for coughs, colds
and lung troubles i· not affected by the

National Pure Food and Drug law as it
contains no opiates or other harmful
drug·, and we recommend it a· a safe
remedy for children and adulte. F. Α.
Shurtlefl Je Co.
Guard (on elevated railroad)—"Madam, this is the smoking car."
Resolute Woman—"I know it, sir. But
the cigars in here are not dead ones."
Floods the body with warm, glowing
vitality, makes the nerves strong,
quicken· circulation, restores natural

vigor, makes you feel like one born
again. Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea.
35 cents. Sold by F. A. Shurtlefl &

Steuben. Me.. Sept. 1.190*.
)ear Sirs:
For a number of years I have had a
>ad liver trouble andf it grew worse. At
ast I had Bilious Colic and thought someimes I should die. At last a friend asked
ne to take the "L. F." Bitters; I took
line bottles and can happily say I have
lot had an attack since.
Very respectfully, Mrs. C. C. Farren.

every man understands that
salvation is free till he stacks up against
a church fair.

Of

course

It is noticeable a cold seldom comes on
when the bowels are freely open. Neither
can it stay If they are open.
Kennedy'·
Laxative Cough Syrup taste· as plesaant
all
from
Free
opiates.
as maple sugar.
Contains Honey and Tar. Conforms to
the National Pure Food and Drug Law.
Sold by F. A. Shurtlefl Λ Co.
"You must remember that ours was a
summer

engagement.

"That means if you see any one you
like better you'll break it."
"Yes."
"And if I see any ono I like better—"
"I shall probably sue joo for breach

Carpets
clean

up stock.

—

Acute Bowel Trouble and Chronic Con·
.tipation are quickly and pleasantly re·
ieved by "L.F." Atwood's purely veeeable Bitters.—A guaranteed remedy for
ill diseases of the digestive organs.—35c.

it

the store.

Colored Poital Card*. 50 «ubjectr.
M |*AA Write us. H. H. Hay'» Sons
C Λ WaSelling Agent*, Portland, 11·.

m

Cord

Wood,

Slab Wood,

Edgings,
Stove Wood and
Coal at
A. W. Walker & Son's,
South Paris, Maine.

BONDS FOR SALE.
Norway Water Co. of Norway, Me.
First Mortgage Fonr per cent twentybonds in 1100 and |S00 piece·,

?ear
rice 101.

For Sale lit Norway National Baak.

[astern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.
REDUCED BATE*:

for Xnias preienta,
we have

useful, largest line

ι

Danxrupi

Corner Main and Danfcrth Sts.,

ΜΑ'ΝΓ.

NORWAY,

Wanted.
PEELED PULPWOOD.
Spruce, Fir, nnd Poplar
delivered «I any «talion

Ε. H. PIKE,
WEST PARIS,

ι reuuon

MAINE.

NOTICE.
Id the District Court of tbc United Stales for the
District of Mai ne. In Bankruptcy.

)
ALBKKT B.SI'KNCEK, J In Bankruptcy.
of Rumfonl, Bankrupt. )
To the creditor* of Albert ». Spencer In the
County of Oxford and ilUtrlct aforesaid :
Notice la hereby given that on the 8th day of
Dec.. A. D. 1UO0, the «aid Albert B. Spencer
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
Aral meeting of hi· creditors will be held at the
offlce of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square. South
Harts, on the 28th day of Dec., A. D. 1906, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
tranaact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Tarts, Dec. 10.19%.
WALTER L. GRAY.
It«(crrwtn l(&nkni"'cy.
In the matter of

PROBATE NOTICES.
To all persons Interested In either of the esuu»
hereinafter n&nod:
At a Probate Court, held at Prycburg. In
and lor the County of Oxford, on the Urst
Tuesday of Dec., I· the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and six. The following matter having been presented for the action
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, it Is hereby

OEDKBBIi:
That aodoe thereof be given to sll persons Interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Pail·, la said County, uat they say appear at a
Probata Court to be held at Paris, on the
third Tuesday of Jan., A. D. 1907, at 9 of the

mtuisrge.

ior

1

In the matter of

GEORGE GOSS,
J In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the lion. CLARENCE IIai e. Judge of the 1)1·

trtct Court of the Unite·! States for the DUtrlit
of Maine:
/ 1 EOKGE GOSS, of Kumfonl Κ ..lin, In the
'Τ County Ot Oxford, lad State of Maine, Id
•al<l DUtrlct, respectfully represent» that on
last past, he was -luiy
the SDth day of Dec
adjudged bankrupt under the Act· of Congre·· relating to Bankruptcy; that be ha· duly surrendered all hi· propertv and rlghu of property,
and has fully compUeif with all the re.iulrement·
of aal<t Act· anil of the orders of Court touching
bl· bankruptcy.
Wherefore he pray·, That he may be decreet
by the Court to bave a full discharge from til
debt· provable against bl· e«ute under said
bankruptcy Act·, except *uch debt· a· are ex
cepted by law from lucb discharge.
Dated this 24th day of Nov., Α. I». 1906.
G KO KG Κ GOSS, Hankrupt.
ORDER OP

NOTICE TIIERKOX.

District of Maine, ··.
On tbla let day of Dec.. Α. Ο. 19ϋ»'>, on readIng the foregoing petition. It 1·
Ordered by the Court, Thai a hearing tie had
A. I>.
upon the Mme on the 21»t day of l>ec..
190»;, before said Court at Portland, In «aid L>1*<
nothat
and
In
the
forenoon;
at
10
o'clock
trlet,
tice thereof be publUhed In the Oxford Demo
and
«aid
DUtrlct,
In
a
printed
crat, newspaper
that all known creditors, and other person· In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why tbe
prayer of said ]>etlttoner should not be granted.
And It Is further onlered by the Court, Thai
the Clerk (hall send by mall to all known crtd
ltora coplea of laid petition and tbl· order, ad
dressed to them at their places of residence a·
a la ted.
Wltne·· the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of
tbe said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
In aald District, on tbe 1st day of Dec., A. D.
1906.

[L.S.J

A true copy of
Attest:

JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
petition and order thereon
.IAMBS E. HEWEY, Clerk.

Bankrupt's

BILIOUS
Chas. F. Ridlon,
COLIC

get the cold out
Kennedy's Laxative

the bowels and

of the best

very
ever bad.

—

—

She—I can never marry you. I have
to be an "old maid!"
He—Then I'll wait. You'll be mighty
glad to marry me then!

being

Aprons.

in Crayon, Water color,

fully decided

are one

BACK AND SIDE COMB, from 25c. to
81.00, plain and jeweled.
neat
always
make
These
gifts, they
This year we have a good COMB SETS, 50c. and $1.00, very pretty.
come handy.
line in the round chafing dish style and HAT
PINS, 10c., 25c., 50c.
the fancy ones. Big values at 25c. and
BROOCH PINS, 25c., 50c.
50c. Others at 3l)c., 75c., 87c.

DANGER IN ASKING ADVICE.
When you have a cough or cold do not
ask some one wbat is good for it, aa there
is danger in taking some unknown prepBlublud—m-m-m! and have you any
aration. Foley'β Honey and Tar cure·
habits, suh?
coughs, colds, and prevents pneumonia.
The genuine is in a yellow package. ReA man with a sprained ankle will use fuse substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
it
let
and
ankle
get
a crutch, rest the
well. A man or woman with an over"I don't see why you women are ala
worked stomach can't use a crutch, but ways talking scandal," growled Biffkins.
the stomach must have rest just the "We men never talk of it."
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
It can be rested too without
same.
Mrs. Biff"Of course not,"
Kodol
starvation. Kodol will do it.
kins, "you simply furnish the material."
tired
performs the digestive work of the
We care not how you suffered, nor
stomach and correct· the digestive apthe wbat failed to cure you, Hollister's
paratus. Kodol fully conforms to and
Itocky Mountain Tea makes the puniest,
provision· of the National Pure Food
of man or womanDrug Laws. Recommended and sold by weakest speoimen
hood strong and healthy. 35 cents.
SOUTH
Nichols St.,
F. A. Shurtlefl & Co.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff à Co.
do
hammock
of
a
kind
Clerk—What
Miss Passay—Many young girls nowayou want, miss?
Summer girl—0, a little one. Just days are positively awful. The idea of
about big enough for one—but—er— one being engaged to two young men at
the same time. It's simply ebameful!
strong enough for two.
Miss Pert (maliciously)—And Its agON
of
Honey
bottles
of
Foley'·
Millions
gravating, too, isn't it?
and Tar have been sold without any person ever having experienced any other TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
than beneficial results from its use for Take Laxative Broino Quinine Tablets.
coughs, colds and lung troubles. This Druggists refund money if it fails to
is because the genuine Foley'· Honey cure. E. W. Gkovk's signature is on
and Tar in the yellow package contain· each box. 25c.
harmful drugs.
no opiates or other
Guard your health by refusing any but
to close oat odd patterns and
the genuine. F. A. Shurtlefl & Co.
■ire

shown, all packed

ever

than ever. Pictured tops and the
to work, 25c. and 50c.

at of promise."

of any white

FISH SALAD.

POCKET BOOKS with handle

contains hat pin holders, shaving paper
and
ONE LOT of mocha, dog skin,
pad·, match scratcliers and calendars;
dreHMed kid, most any color, all sizes,
very neat, 25c.
31.00.
These dainty little
PIN CUSHIONS.
ways ONE LOT of mocha, silk lined, $1.50.
useful.
novelties are

SUCCESS- Co.

James Donahue, New Britain, Conn.,
writes: "1 tried several kidney remedies,
and was treated by oar best physician*
for diabetes, bat did not improve until I
took Foley's Kidney Cure. After tbe
second bottle I showed improvement,
and five bottles cured me completely. I
have since passed a rigid examination
for life insurance."
Foley's Kidney
BAKED SCALLOPS.
Cure cares backaohe and all form* of
Fill a buttered pudding dish with alF. A.
and bladder trouble.
ternate layers of cracker crumbs and kidney
Shurtleff Λ Co.
scallops, moisten with milk, season with
bit· of butter, salt and pepper, cover
Beacon-Street
Mrs.
(during Miss
with orumbe mixed with melted butter
Skrccche's vocal solo)—Do you enjoy
and bake until brown, from twenty to
Mr. Porkham?
thirty minute·. Individual shell· can be llowells,
Mr. Porkbam (from Chioago)—Tou
filled with the mixture, which la a more
bet I don't! And if there's another verse
ornamental way of serving them.
to that song, I'm going to get oat.
DAINTY FISH

please.

POCKET BOOKS in good leather from
25c. to 92 00.

WHTCH ARE IN- LAUNDRY BAGS, similar style of
THERE ARE MANY OTHER THINGS
pretty printed goods, large size, 50c.
THAT WOULD MAKE
CLUDED IN OUR LAROB STOCK
HOSIERY, LARGE LINE of laundry bag·, printed
PRACTICAL GIFTS, SUCH A8 UNDERWEAR,
and to be worked, 25c. and 50c.
SLIPS, NIGHT
PILLOW
SHEETS,
BLANKETS.
PUFFS,
AND
SKIRTS
DRESS
KIMONOS.
PILLOW TOPS. Our usually
SOFA
GOWNS. PETTICOATS,
large stock is large and more complete
CHILDREN'S DRESSES.
ones

one

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN. !
le solicite I.

Kid gloves make very excellent
easy to send by mail.

DURING THE WEEK BEFORE CHRISTflAS.

lot of good
with fringe,

KNIT WOOL SHAWLS,
fine wool, 2 yards long
We carry the largest stock of any store
$1.50.
in the County, the styles include all the
features which are popular, and the beat Neat square shawls of ice wool, white,
good values at 50c., others at 25c.
materials.

Correspondence

be useful and

to

GOOD VALUE, 26 inch mercerized,
wood metal handle, fast black, 75c.

12 l-2c.

You will find them excelleut bargains. DAMASK TOWELS, real heavy linen,
several patterns, nicely hemstitched,
WAISTS of black and white plaid, box
21x39, 25c.
plait down front with tucks on each
aide, trimmed with straps and buttons, EXTRA GOOD VALUES at 37 1 2c.,
$1.25.
50c., 75c., 11.00.
WAISTS of wool Batiste, fancy emin
BATH
tucks
TOWELS, either bleached or unwith
front
tuck»,
broidered
bleached, hemmed or fringe, 12 l-2c.,
back, |2.50.
25c.
TAFFETA SILK WAISTS in black,
hemstitched plait down front with pin TRAY CLOTH, Mexican, hemstitched,
all sizes, from 15c. to 08c.
tucks and hemstitching on each side,
trimmed with buttons and braid, 13.50. TEA CLOTH from 75c. to $2.50.
WHITE WAIST in lawn, soisette, maDOILIES, pure linen, embroidered Mexdras and linen, 98c., 11.49, $1.98, $2.98,
ican work, tenereff, cluny, different
$3.98.
shapes and sizes, 10c. to $2.50.
PLAID WAISTS in all different colore,

He—I suppose it wonld be a great
trtal to yon, dear, if, after all, our enThe beet of gagement was broken off.
of Plumbing Goods.
A whipped
She—Ton bet it wonld, dear.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
great breacb-of-promise trial.
line.

Α

goods. Call and see this
attended
Planing, Sawing and Job Work. bing promptly
for team.
charge
Malohad Hard Wood Floor Boards lor sals.

W

V

Ν
6

Pklaa.

aay

If la was* ot say UaJ of Hals* lor lastUs or
Outaldo work, md ta τον onltn. Πκ Lia
bar aa<l SUagles oa baad Ckaap for Cash.

Λ

Subbubs—"No! Well, well; ushered
ioto eternity, eh? By the way, that reminds me, we'll have to be starting our
furnace fires pretty soon, won't we?"

Town Bonds,

Absolutely Guaranteed.

Also Window & Door Frames.

Τ

Agneaae Douggte, applu, i
itlngle sale.
Cltiman—"I suppose you heard that
C. Γ WHITMAN,
old Skinner died very suddenly yester-

BONDS.

See it—Try it—Buy it.
You will like it

I will furmlah DOOBS saU WINDOWS of
SU· or Sty)· at w—Ms prio·*.

Α

ι*··,

Clerk S. J. Court.

SOUTU PARIS, ME.

τ

applt., search and seiz- DeWitt'· Witch Hazel Salve. Put it on
ure.
before going to bed, use an old pair of
State ve. Thomas Oemorte, spplt., aearcb and
gloves and see what a difference the
aelsure
Sold by P. A. Shurtstate va. Κ me t C. Penney, spoil, tingle sale. morning will bring.
state τ*. Walter K. Trje, βρ,Ή.. intoxication. leff A Co.
State

Pierce,

τ

No.

STATE OF 9IAINB.

till it."

SOLD BY

Τ

Β

ate. which aoUs for SO coots.
by ■· α Oawrrr * OO.. OHIOAOa

CROCKER FOUNTAIN

source

Α

■alii adj. St.00 St*· holdtn· 3H tfcaaetkefcrtal

you bave in mind, don't
buy until you see THE

I

Ν

Ν

Kodol Mgsaf What You Eat.

E. W.

raxairr,

h—dacha. oonstipation, bad breath,
aour risings, tad oatarrh
of the stomanh in all due to Indigestion.
Kodot owes iadlgestlon. This now discov- Squirrel. 0. Mouse. 10. Opossum.
ery represents the natural Juices of dlge··
No. 800.—Hourglass:
ttoo as they exist In a health/ stomach,
8
5
own blood with tho (rosiest known (onto
1
sad raconstnaothrs properties. Kodol DyaKALAMAZOO
popsia Cura does not only euro indigesdoa
ATLANTA
sad dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
oares all stomach troubles by oiaanMnf.
V
caNto
I
puttying, sweetening and straaftheninf
S
Η Β
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
A
Mr. A S. 14 el RaTenswood. W. Vs.. sre"
I «u treaMed wtth aour stomach for twsoty yean.
ι
Τ β
Kodol corei ao ad we are bow «4ο( R to aaA
M·,

W. T. HEWETT.
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent, S. Paris.

John

ine

—

strength, MW

guard dabMty,

lots.

A Fountain of
tion.

(ο

No. 300.—Riddlemeree: London.
Word Building: 1. War,
No. 801.
rant—warrunt 2. In. her, It—Inherit.
No. 802.—Anagram»: Oysters, turkey.
No. SeS.—Hidden Proverb: Time and
—

The house and land belonging to the
estate of the late Mrs. Sarah W.'Hewett,
situated in the center of the village, has
two apartments of seven and eight rooms
with sheds, large attic, Ac., and is in
The grounds are
excellent condition.
extensive, containing additional house

constant

seen.

my

W. A. Porter,

For Sale in South Paris.

A

fancy,

Heady to Eieksnc*.
A man in Texas is anxious to exA full line of Columbia Disc and change his home and property down
there for a residence In New York
Cylinder Machines and Records. state. We are his man, and he can
Call and hear them talk.
have ours whenever he can arrange
matters.—Star of Hope (published In

SOUTH PARIS.

PEN.

a

out"
4. From a kind of dig mentioned In
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" curtail five letters and leave kinship.
5. From the name of a watchdog behead one letter and curtail four and

damaged Cylinder
sons' Supplies.

My whoi.£ is but

me—

"not

Save

of Ma-

schoolboy.

of anything red.
2. From the name of a dog used in
duck hunting curtail four letters and
leave a German watering place.
8. From the uame of a dog that has
rescued many Alpine travelers behead
two letters and curtail eight and leave

Opportunity

ΑΠ Kind

a

The first In every game,
And yet—you'll scurce believe
'Tls nothing but a name.

sight

The E. A Strout Farm Agency,
P. STILES,

My second la

me

874.—Don Kennel».
L From the name of a fierce fighting
dog curtail three letters and leave an
animal that becomes furious at the

We have for sale
farms in Oxford

NA55AL' STREET.

grace

No.

County.

150

uncommon

and
thirty-five pages respectively.
How many chapters are there in the
book and how many pages?

payment required.
purchase treal estate,

"Largest in the World."
NEW YORK.

riRjT

And, blushing. hides behind
The beauty of her face.

IF YOU want a quick cash
sale for your country property, write for our improved
FREE listing blank·. No ad-

If you desire to
write or call on us.
some of the best

STiL-Cbandr.
Spanish maiden

the
Wield» with

My

Remember the Full Name

Bo·.

noise and have ao

a

animal.

Mo.

SON, Agents, South Paris, fie.

Cura a Cold in One Day, Grip

vance

\o. 371.— \po«upc·.
1. Apocopate a knot of rlbbou and
leave a fowl.
2. Apocopate a candle and leave a

Always in season, sure to
L'an be kept a long time.

are sure

DAMASK, of pure linen, real heavy, 72
inches wide, pretty patterns, napkine ONE LOT SILK UNION, In some
always
to match, $1.00.
belter than all ailk, steel rod, neat
DOE SKIN fabric gloves, gray, brown ONE LOT contains several shapes in
house
who
$1.08.
one
NAPKINS which
liandlo,
keeps
And black, real warm and serviceable,
At 11.00
would be delighted with.
fancy colors, some lace covercd, some
50c.
of Rood quality silk, fine silk
we have a guod linen one, 18 inches OTHERS
painted, neat designs, 25c.
wood
and
covering, gold oxydized
square, snow drop or leaf dosign ; other
Kid Gloves, -93.00; long silk gloves, ONE LOT
Long
50.
at
$4
$3.50,
handle, good variety,
long one*, lace covered, lace
qualities, just as good values, prices
11.00.
and ribbon rutUe, 50c. Pretty ones at
#4.08.
up to $4 00.
75c., 87c., 98c.
TOWELS for any occasion.
EVENING
EVERY
OPEN
BE
WILL
FANCY WORK BAGS of figured china
THIS STORE
LINEN DAMASK, white and colored
silk, two bandies of boop wound wiih

ican.—St. Nicholas.

do it at oooc.

I axative Rromo

!

When the above seven objects bave
beeu rightly nauied and written one
betow anotber In the order In which
the}' are numltered, the Initial letters
will spell the name of a famous Amer-

plant
8. Apocopate

department is filled with unsurvalue· direct from the importer.

styles;

PRETTY WRIST BAGS in brown, good
leather, one style gathers at top with
silk cord, leather fringe; one style has
clasp, stiff bandies, purse inside, butb
50c. Other good ones at $1.00 and
11 50.

Novelties.

Gloves.

Umbrellas

Dept.

passed
DAMASK, pure linen, bleaobed, several
designs, good width, 50c.

*

Leather Goods.

Christmas gifts by a
You will be greatly assisted in deciding on your
which give us many advisit to our store. We own THREE STORES
We can assure you
vantages in buying as we can use large quantities.
that are a little lower. Every
qualities that are a little better and prices an endless variety of Christdepartment in this store is now filled with
kind. Just think of it,
mas gifts of the practical, useful and acceptable
than gifts
something for every day use is more useful and acceptable
made up especially for Christmas.
Linen

ass

mark-down and secure a garment
while there Is a good assortment.

The latest

This

Roofing

Always

A FEW SUGGESTIONS

10c.

16 STYLES in fine cambric and linen,
neatest and newest styles, including
the shadow work, 12 l-2c.

had.

for sale

pleating gift

they will make.

Many other styles at 37 l-2c., 42c., 50c.,
which arc the prettiest we have ever

utn

WOOD "ashes

already establish-

The·· garment· hare
ed their popularity; what a

Discharge.

Petition for

)
GOKDON ΟΊ.ΕΑΚΥ,
J In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To tbe Hon. Clarence IIale. Judge of the Dis
In the matter of

trlct Court of the United States for tbe District
of Maine:
OKDON O'I.E \KY, of Kumfonl, In tbeCoun
ί ty of Oxfonl, and State of Maine, In said
represents that on the 30tli
DUtrlct,
day of Dec., last past, he was duly adjudged
of Congress relating to
Acts
the
under
bankrupt
all
Bankruptcy; that he baa duly surrendered
his property and rights of property,and has fully
Acts
of
said
with all the requirements
ami of tbe orders of Court touching III· bank

G«

respectfully

compiled

ruptcy.
Wherefore he prar·, That be may be decreed
all
by tbe Court to nave a full discharge fromsaid
debt· provable again·! bis estate under
such debts as are ex
bankruptcy Acta, except
dis· harge.
cepted by law from aucbOctober.
A. D. 19Uti.
Dated this 12th day of
GOKDON' O'LEaKY, Bankrupt
Order of Notice There··.
Dimtrtot or Maine, ss.
On this 1st day of Dm:., Α. I). 1906, on reading
tbe foregoing petition, It 1·
Onlorcd by the C>urt, that a hearing be ha I
A. D
upon tbe aame on the 21st day of Dec.,
190A, before said Court at Portlind, In said Dis
no
ami
that
trlct, at 10 o'clock In tlm forenoon:
tlce thereof be published In tbe Oxfonl Demo
and
aald
District,
In
crat, a newspaper printed
that all known c editor*. and other person· In
Interest, may ap|tear at the Mid time and place,
and show csuse, If any they have, why the

lté grante I
prarerof said p< ftlonor should not
And It Is further onlercd by tbe Court, Tlist
the Clerk shsll send by mall to all known creditors coplea of sai l petition and tbl· order, ad
dre«»ed to them at their place· of residence a·
•tated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of tbe said Court, and tbe seal thereof, at I'ort
land, in Mid DUtrlct, on the 1*1 day of Dec
A. D. 190tf.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk
L. a.ι
true copt of petit!*" and opter thereon.
J XMES Ε. HEWEY,Clerk.

Ï

Attisât:

Bankrupt's

Petition for Discharge.

)
JOHN T.GAUTH1KK, [ In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the DUtrlct Court of the United State· for the DUtrlct
In the matter of

of Maine:
T. GAUTIIIKK, of

Kumfonl. In

of
fOIIX
County of Oxfonl, and State
In said District, res|>octfully represents,

the

Maine,

that

on

he was duly
day of June, laid pa»t,
the AcU of Congress
adjudged bankrupt, under he has duly sur
relating to Bankruptcy; that
rendered all his property and rights of i>ro|>erty
and has fully compiled with all the requirement»
of aald AcU and of the onler* of Court touching
tbe 2.'ith

bankruptcy.
decreed
Wherefore ne pray·, that be may lie
from all
by tbe Court to bave a full discharge
«aid
debts provable agalnat bl· estate under
are exbankruptcy AcU, except such debts as
such discharge.
law
from
by
cepted
Dated ula 20tb day of November, A. D. 1
JOHN T. GAUTHIER, Bankrupt.
his

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
District or Maine, ss.
on
On thU 1st day of Doc., A. D. !**>.
reading tbe foregoing petition, U U—
had
be
hearing
a
that
Onlered by the Court,
A. D.
tbe same on tbe 21st day of Dec..
before «aid Court at Portland, In said DU
that
and
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon:
The Oxfonl
notice thereof be published In
DUtrlct,
aald
In
Democrat, a newspaper
and that all known créditera, and other person·
and
In Interest, may appear at tbe aald time
and (how cause, If any they have, why
be
not
abould
aald
petitioner
le prayer of

œn

printed

Blace,

framed.
that
And It la further onlered by the Court,
the Clerk (ball «end by mall to all known credand thlaonler, adItors coplea of Mid
ilresaed to them at their places of residence as

petition

Mated.

w Uncus the Hon. Clarence Hal*, Judge
if tbe aald Court, and the aeal thereof, at PortDec..
land, to aald District, or the 1st day of

PUBLIC SPEAKER INTERRUPTED. Fare Partial! le Besloa $1.0· clock la the forenoon, and be beard thereon If
A. D. 1900.
ll.M they see cause.
Public speakers are frequently inter- Stateroom
JAMES E. IIEWEY, Clerk.
[L.S.]
PARKER WYMAN, lato of Canton, deceased;
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
rupted by people coughing. This would
steam17,
Sept.
Monday,
Commencing
for aa allowance out of personal estate
petition
E. HEWEY, Clerk.
:
Tar
JAMES
and
Attest
if
not happen
Foley's Honey
era alternately leave Franklin Wharf, 1
presented by Vlolanta Wyman, widow.
were taken, as it ourea cough· and oolda
and India Wharf, Boaton, ADDISON E.
Portland,
Court.
HKRRICK, Judge of said
and prevent· pneumonia and consump- daily, except Snnday, at 7 p. m.
A true copy—attest:
Borrowed.
tion. The genuine contains no opiate·
ALBERT D. PARK. Register.
Freight rata· always as low a· other
and ia in a yellow package. F. ▲. ShurtThe
Citizen·'
Telephone Co.'s
line·.
lefl Λ Co.
NOTICE.
Will
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be baa "come-along·" or wire puller·.
AU cargo, except Live 8tock, via the
Touriat In Highland· (who haa eaten •teamen of thi·
been duly appointed administrator of the
ia
insured
to
return
George
Company,
the borrower please
about four-pennyworth)—'"What do I
*#t*I8ABBLL A. RIDDING, late of Sumner,
against fire and marine rtak.
at Plummer'· store.
"I heard of a man who laughed so owe you for this meal?"
la the County of Oxford, deceased, and given P. Eastman,
J. F. LISCOMB,
General Agent, bonds as the law direct*. AU pereoaa having
Guldwife—"Aweel, it's the Sawbatb.
hard at a story that he lost his voice,"
against the eetate of said deceased are
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.
So we'll no ohalrge ye οnything."
declared Kackson.
I desired to preeaat the earn for settlement, aad
Grannie—"Na, na, we wnnna chalrge
"What was that story?" asked Family
A. H. HANSCOM, O. P. and Τ. Α., all indebted thereto are requested to aakapay·
can just gle the
nan, anxiously. "I'd like to tell It to ye anything. But ye
Boaton, Maaa.
JOHN r. REDDING.
Mine sax pence apiece Γ
my wife."

